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Executive Summary
This thesis final report will provide an in-depth analysis of the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care
Campus, Phase II project. Throughout extensive research performed in the Fall Semester, I identified
three analyses that focus on problems or opportunities faced during the construction of this facility.
They are based on areas of critical industry issues, value engineering, constructability review, and
schedule reduction. Analysis topics include the feasibility of implementing virtual mockups for the
construction of the facility’s operating and endoscopy rooms, prefabricating the building’s façade, and
re-evaluating the structural composite slab for this project.
Analysis 1 - Virtual Mockups on Operating/Endoscopy Rooms:
The ‘In-Place Mockups’ used for the construction of the facility’s operating and endoscopy rooms
resulted in a costly and time-consuming process which obstructed the construction in these areas.
Virtual mockups could provide faster, cheaper, and more effective means for reviewing the design of the
spaces prior to construction. This analysis focused on evaluating the implementation of virtual mockups
for the construction of this facility’s operating and endoscopy rooms. The criteria and workflow of the
mockup development were captured to better understand whether this tool would be beneficial for the
Grays Woods Project. The facility model was developed using Autodesk Revit and Unity Software. It took
a total of 20.5 hours to develop a mockup for both rooms, and could potentially cost over $4,000 if
implemented on this project. Implementation of virtual mockups was highly recommended as it could
potentially save cost, time, reduce risk, and solve design and constructability issues in advance of
construction.
Analysis 2 – Brick Façade Prefabrication:
The goal of this analysis was to determine whether prefabricating the building’s façade would decrease
the project duration and cost, while maintaining similar aesthetics and building performance. A
complete analysis of the building façade was performed using Nitterhouse’s ‘Architectural Precast
Panels’. The design required a total of 74 precast panels spanning the building’s height. Implementing
precast panels costs an additional $112,000 to the project budget, although it could reduce the project
schedule by 3 weeks. Through a mechanical analysis, it was determined that the proposed panel would
improve heat gain and heat loss by 20%. Nevertheless, prefabricating the exterior façade was not
recommended as the increase in cost and additional planning required for implementation outweigh the
savings in schedule and improved building performance.
Analysis 3 - Reevaluation of Structural Composite Slabs:
The third analysis looked into reducing the total building costs through value engineering efforts on the
composite slabs. With over 38,000SF of lightweight concrete being used for the slabs, the lower material
costs of normal weight concrete could have substantial impacts on the project. It was determined
through a structural analysis that the proposed design would require over 6.5 tons of additional
structural steel to support the increased load of normal concrete. This would increase the assembly’s
cost by $27,000, or 3% to that of the original design. Throughout the research, many of the risks of using
lightweight concrete were exposed. Even though using normal weight concrete would increase project
costs, it is recommended as it provides much more reliable performance than lightweight concrete upon
placement.
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1.0 Project Overview
The Geisinger Gray's Woods Ambulatory Care Campus is a multi-specialty outpatient surgery center
located in Port Matilda, PA. The construction of the phase II consists of a 78,000SF addition to the
existing building held by Alexander Building Construction. This expansion will house four operating
rooms, four endoscopy rooms, two pain therapy rooms as well as several patient rooms, waiting rooms,
office areas and clinical spaces to extend its outpatient surgery capabilities to over 100,000 patients
around the Centre County Region.
Table 1.0 – General Building Statistics

General Building Information
Building Name
Location
Function
Size
Height
Cost
Construction
Delivery
LEED

Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus
Port Matilda, PA
Outpatient Surgery Center
77,560 GSF
2 Stories (48' Total Height)
$26.3 Million GMP
July '12 - February '14
Design-Bid-Build
LEED Certified

1.1 Client Information
Founded in 1915, Geisinger Healthcare Systems is a
physician-led health services organization providing care
to over 2.6 million people in the state of Pennsylvania. In
order to accommodate their continuing expansion Figure 1.1: Geisinger Health Systems Logo. Image
around western Pennsylvania, Geisinger Health Services courtesy of www.geisinger.org
decided to build an outpatient facility on their Gray’s Woods Campus in Port Matilda, PA. With over 19
facilities around the state, Geisinger is not a new client in the field of construction. In 2008 they started
a new initiative to move into green building in all their future expansions, and for this project they are
pursuing for LEED Certified status. In order to complete the project to the owner’s satisfaction,
Alexander Building Construction, the Construction Manager for this project, will have to emphasize on
the design quality, time and budget. Geisinger expects high quality standards for the construction of
their new ambulatory care campus at Gray’s Woods. Cost and schedule are important in all their
projects, as they are both approved by the General Board and wish not to renegotiate the cost nor lose
any potential profit due to delays in occupying the facility. Most importantly, Geisinger expects to have a
smooth transition between phases of this project. Constructing the phase II addition, while occupying
phase I, will bring a big challenge to the construction team when concerning the health and safety
standards, as well as minimizing the disturbance to the existing faculty and patients occupying the
building. Geisinger has addressed the importance of technologies in regards to design and construction
throughout their projects, and is looking towards the future for better ways to design, build and operate
their facilities.
1
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1.2 Project Delivery & Staffing Plan
The Geisinger Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus is being delivered through a traditional designbid-build (DBB) approach, where Alexander Building Construction is acting as the Construction Manager,
and Ewing Cole as the Architect/Engineer for this project. Alexander Building Construction was awarded
a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) contract for this project. They hold Lump-Sum contracts with all
the subcontractors, while self-performing 5-10% of the work. These subcontractors were chose on a
best-value bid process, where best value not only means lowest price, but company qualification such as
experience, safety, & financial condition. Ewing Cole, the Architect/Engineer, was awarded a ‘Cost + Fee’
contract for their services. Ewing Cole designed the structural and MEP systems for this facility, and
subcontracted Sweet Engineering to prepare the civil designs. The owner also hold separate contracts
with geotechnical, security, HVAC controls and commissioning agents for the delivery of this building.
The delivery method utilized for this project was Design-Bid-Build (Figure 1.2). This allowed Alexander
Building Construction to provide 3 months of preconstruction services prior to beginning construction.
This was a great advantage as Alexander provided input during the design phase of this project, greatly
reducing the probability of change orders during the construction process. Alexander, also being the
contractor for phase I, was able to better plan and budget the construction costs, therefore
guaranteeing a maximum price for the delivery of this facility. Geisinger Health System did not require
any bonds for the construction of their Gray’s Woods facility. The standard subcontractor’s insurance
(general liability, workman’s comp, etc.) is required by Geisinger for all subcontractors. Alexander, as the
Construction Manager, holds general liability insurance for the construction of this facility.

Figure 1.2: Project Delivery Method for the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus – Phase II Project. Image by
George Andonie
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Alexander Building Construction utilized an 8-person staff to provide both supervision and project
management services to this project. Additionally, 3 other member provided support activities such as
estimating, safety and accounting for this project. The majority of Alexander’s management and
supervision staff are from the State College branch, which is 13 miles from the project site. This close
location facilitated staff and owner meeting, which were held every two weeks at the Alexander Job
Trailer. The site superintendent, Richard Thomas, worked in Phase I of the project. This brings a big
advantage to the delivery of this project, as he can provide valuable input in the construction means and
methods from the challenges that he experienced during the construction of phase I.

1.3 Existing Site Conditions
The Gray’s Woods project is located on a 52 acre lot near to the I-99 interchange at Port Matilda, PA.
This enormous site houses the existing phase I, a three-tier parking deck, and the new construction of
phase II. Because this site is already in use by the current operations, there are some existing utility lines
which serve Phase I and the existing site. New electric, telecommunication and TV lines will be added in
order to serve Phase II and expanded site, while the existing water, sanitary, and Stormwater lines will
be expanded to serve both facilities and surrounding site.
Due to the relatively large amount of space available at Gray’s Woods site, the construction team will
not have any problems setting up their trailers, parking, material staging and storage areas, as well as
waste management bins. The location allows for easy access by construction equipment and employees,
as well as patients to park and access the occupied facilities without any disturbances by the
construction.

Figure 1.3: Aerial View of the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus. Image courtesy of
www.pahomepage.com

*Refer to Appendix A for the ‘Existing Conditions Site Plan’
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2.0 Design & Construction Overview
2.1 BUILDING SYSTEMS SUMMARY
The Geisinger Ambulatory Care Campus, Phase II is a 78,000SF addition to the existing outpatient
surgery center at Grays Woods. This project will require an expansion of the existing mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems serving Phase I. Table 2.1 outlines the major building systems
associated with the construction of this project, and will be discussed in detail in the following pages.
Table 2.1: Building System Checklist

Building Systems Summary
Work Scope
Demolition Required?
Structural Steel Frame
Cast-in-Place Concrete
Pre-Cast Concrete
Mechanical System
Electrical System
Masonry
Curtain Wall
Support of Excavation

Yes

No











BUILDING ENCLOSURE
The building’s exterior is mainly comprised of brick, glazing, and aluminum materials. The building’s
front facade is comprised of an aluminum framed curtain wall system with low emissivity glass. The
building’s sides and south façade are comprised of brick cavity walls backed by cold formed metal
framing (CMFM). A unique feature on the cavity walls used on this building, is that the 4” semi-rigid
insulation is on the exterior side of the wall rather than being behind the sheathing. This was done
due to the specific vapor emission of this building.
The building’s flat roof is protected by loose laid ballasted single ply of EPDM (synthetic rubber)
roofing membrane, while the sloped roof portion is completely covered by a metal roofing system
along with skylight windows. Figure 2.1 illustrates the curtain wall system and sloped metal roof with
skylights located in the Northern Façade.

Figure 2.1: Front Façade of the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
The Geisinger Medical Center at Gray’s Woods addition is a two-story steel braced framed structure
supported over cast-in-place spread footings and slab on grade. Pier footings are spaced on an
approximately 30’ by 30’ grid, and support the 5” concrete slab on grade above it.
The second floor slab is comprised of 3 ¼” of lightweight concrete poured over a 2” composite metal
decking, reinforced with a welded wire fabric. The building’s sloped roof consists of metal roof decks
and skylights supported by sloped W8 wide flanges and 6” metal studs.

CHILLER UTILITY PLANT
To better serve the building’s mechanical and electrical needs, a 3,300 SF Chiller Utility Plant (CUP)
was constructed during phase I of this project. This CUP building will house those existing and new
water chillers, boilers, pumps, fans, distribution panels and fire alarm system to provide electrical and
mechanical support to the whole facility.

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
A new 157 kW cooling tower along with the already existing cooling tower will both feed the many
mechanical equipment found in the CUP. The CUP will house those existing and new water chillers,
boilers, domestic hot water heaters, pumps, fans, and fire alarm system to provide support to the
whole facility. Additionally, 4 new air handling units (AHU’s) with a built-in economizer cycle will be
located in the rooftop to provide cooling to Phase II addition only.
This facility uses an air-water distribution system to provide cooling and heating to the whole
building. The distribution of the Variable-Air-Volume (VAV) systems will be done through sheet metal
ductwork two-pipe system around the building. The two-pipe reverse return system will supply and
return hot water to the Air Volume Control Boxes (AVB’s). Air will be distributed through the plenum
ceiling and exhausted through 10 different exhaust fans located in the building’s ceiling. The
building’s mechanical system will also receive LEED credits for “Optimizing Energy Performance” and
“Carbon Dioxide Monitoring”.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The electrical service for this building is supplied via an existing 2,500A, 480/277V, 3-phase
distribution panel located in the CUP Building. This switchboard then branches the supply into three
feeds, each powering different areas and mechanical systems throughout the building. Various 480 –
208/120V transformers located within the building’s electrical room will be used to serve different
appliance panels around the building.
The Geisinger Medical Center will replace the existing 250 kW generator serving Phase I by a new
upsized 400 kW Emergency Generator to supply emergency power to the whole building in case of
any outages. This generator will serve two 400A, 480/277V main emergency distribution panels
(MEDP’s) in the main emergency electrical room, and will be assisted by 300kVA modular UPS System
to allow for uninterrupted power in the event of an outage.
5
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2.2 ENGINEERING SUPPORT SYSTEMS
FIRE PROTECTION
The entire fire protection equipment and installation for the new addition of the Geisinger Medical
Center at Gray’s Woods was designed to follow the required IBC 2006 and NFPA 13, 25, 70 and 72
regulations. This project uses a Wet Sprinkler System connecting to very similar systems in the
existing building. Additionally, fire protecting methods such as automatic fire-rated folding doors, UL
rated walls and doors, and Spray on Fire proofing (SOFP) are used to protect the building’s occupants
as required by code.

LIGHTING
The lighting for the Geisinger Medical Center Phase II addition utilizes a total of 48 different luminaire
types to accommodate the many different areas throughout the facility. The main types of lighting
fixtures within the facility include Recessed Fluorescent T5, Recessed fluorescent T8s and LED down
lights. A total of 34 pole mounted metal halides provide lighting to the exterior and parking lots
around the site.
The building was designed such way that the public spaces, such as the atrium and waiting areas,
receive as much natural daylight possible through the use of skylights and curtain walls. Therefore,
very few lighting fixtures are visible in these areas. The lighting design also incorporates occupancy
and photosensors in an attempt to limit energy consumption within the building whenever
unoccupied, or abundant natural light is available in the space.

TRANSPORTATION
Given that this building is intended to be used for a healthcare facility, elevators will be a crucial
element to the mobility between the two floors of this building. One standard pre-engineered
hydraulic passenger elevator will be installed in the building’s northeastern corner. This 5,000lb
capacity elevator, along with two main emergency stairs, will provide patients and doctors access to
both floors within the building’s new addition.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
In accordance with Geisinger’s Information Technology Department’s standards, each floor will have
a main telecommunication and satellite telecommunication rooms with the purpose of limiting the
amount of wiring required for each substation. Also, the AIA Guidelines for Hospitals and Healthcare
facilities require nurse stations in each room. Other low voltage communication systems included in
this building are public address (PA) and program (music) distribution systems, a cable television
(CATV) system, and a security camera system.

6
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2.3 SCHEDULE OVERVIEW
The initial phase of Geisinger Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus was constructed in 2007-2008.
The current 77,560 Phase II addition began on September 10, 2012 with an anticipated substantial
completion date set for January 02, 2014. This translates to total project duration of approximately 18
months, or 384 working days. The detailed project schedule for this project was created using
Primavera P6 and contains a little over 160 activities pertaining to the design, procurement,
construction and closeout of Geisinger Gray’s Woods Phase II Project. The following Table 2.2
summarizes the major dates and durations of the phases in the detailed schedule.
Table 2.2 - Project Milestone and Duration Overview:

Project Milestones & Durations
Start

Finish

Duration (Days)

Design
Procurement

Activity

1-Jun-11
30-May-12

5-Oct-11
19-Oct-12

89
100

Construction

31-May-12

2-Dec-13

384

31-May-12

29-Jun-12

22

5-Jul-12

5-Dec-12

108

Building Sitework

27-Aug-12

9-Oct-12

31

Building Structure

10-Sep-12

2-Jan-13

80

Building Envelope

19-Nov-12

31-Jul-13

178

Building Interior

31-Dec-12

4-Oct-13

236

CUP & Mech. Yard Work

4-Apr-13

15-Jul-13

71

22-Aug-13

6-Feb-14

118

10-Sept-12

02-Jan-14

384

Site Mobilization
Garage Construction

Completion & Closeout

Total Project Duration

*Project Durations taken From Detailed Project Schedule (Appendix B)

*Refer to Appendix B for the ‘Original Project Schedule’
The construction of the building’s superstructure and interior work was completed over two phases:
Phase A connecting to the existing building and slowly moving towards phase B. MEP and Interior work
was divided into 4 quadrants: Work began at Phase 1A, moving to phase 2A, then towards 1B and
finishing up in Phase 2B. This construction sequence was developed in response to some underground
plumbing issues encountered at the beginning of the project, which forced vertical phasing sequence
rather than horizontal.
The building envelope construction followed a counterclockwise flow, beginning with the brick cavity
walls at the west, south, and east facades and moving on to the curtain wall system in the northern
façade. During this phase of construction, the existing building’s envelope, where both phases will
connect, had to be demolished and later tied in to the new construction. Because this was done while
occupying phase I, Infection Control Risk Assessment (ICRA) wall panels were put in place to prevent any
risk of infections and disturbance to patients in the existing building. These wall panels were placed at
the connection between the existing building and new construction, and present a challenge for the tie7
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in of both phases of the project. This, along with the tie-in of the new to existing MEP systems, was one
of the most challenging tasks for the construction of this project.
As the construction of this project comes to an end, system testing and balancing may begin. At this
point of construction, medical equipment is being installed in the building’s operation and endoscopy
rooms by their respective providers. The building has to go through a series of inspections by various
organizations, until reaching substantial completion January 2nd, 2014. Upon completing the facility’s
testing and commissioning process, the owner has plans to occupy the building by February 6th, 2014.

2.4 COST OVERVIEW
The actual cost of construction for the 77,560 GSF addition to the Geisinger’s Ambulatory Care Campus
at Gray’s Woods was $20,079,961 or $260/SF. This only takes into consideration the cost of material,
labor and equipment put in place to construct the facility. It is important to note that medical
equipment furnishing is not included in this budget, which totals up to $5,220,000 for this project. When
including additional project costs, such as general conditions, sitework, insurance and CM fees, the total
project cost escalates to $25,789,640, or $333/SF. A cost breakdown of the different building systems,
along with a summary of project construction costs (CC) and total project costs (TC) may be seen in
Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 - Project Milestone and Duration Overview:

Building Systems Cost Summary
Building System

Actual Cost

Cost/SF

% Cost

Concrete Foundations

$2,533,175

$32.66

12.62%

Structural Steel & Misc. Metals
Masonry
Interiors
Roofing and Waterproofing
Plumbing
Mechanical (HVAC)
Fire Protection

$1,558,888
$674,093
$4,233,613
$960,586
$2,079,012
$3,648,511
$339,803

$20.10
$8.69
$54.59
$12.39
$26.81
$47.04
$4.38

7.76%
3.36%
21.08%
4.78%
10.35%
18.17%
1.69%

Electrical

$3,488,440
$563,840

$44.98
$7.27

17.37%
2.81%

Total Construction Cost

$20,079,961

$260/SF

100%

Total Overall Project Cost

$25,789,640

$332/SF

128.43%

Conveying Systems

*Project Costs taken from Alexander’s Schedule of Values (Appendix C)

In order to better compare the actual project costs to similar projects throughout the United States, an
RS Means SF Estimate for the Gray’s Woods facility. This estimate totaled up to $22,478,525 or $290/SF.
Geisinger’s actual costs were considerably higher than those estimated by RS Means. These cost
differences may be attributed to the fact that we used a Hospital Building for our SF Estimate, the LEED
Certification Requirements on this project, exterior wall type construction, and the different MEP
systems used in this building.
*Refer to Appendix C for the ‘Detailed Project Costs’
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2.5 GENERAL CONDITIONS ESTIMATE
The general conditions estimate for the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus totaled to
$1,776,746, or 6.8% of the total project cost. As Alexander Building Construction was not able to release
the actual GC costs for this project, RS Means 2013 Data was used to price most of the items. The
general conditions estimate is based off an 18 month construction schedule, and it’s broken down into 5
main categories. These are: Project Team, Field Office, Field Operations, Insurance, and Building
Closeout. Table 2.4 below summarizes the general conditions estimate breakdown for the Geisinger
Gray’s Woods Phase II addition.
Table 2.4 – General Conditions Estimate Summary
General Conditions Estimate Summary
Category

Project Cost

% GC Cost

$805,642.00

45.34%

Field Office

$33,404

1.88%

Field Operations

$283,700

15.97%

Insurance
Building Closeout

$517,800
$136,200

29.14%
7.67%

$1,776,746

100%

Project Personnel

Total GC Costs

*Costs taken from RS Means & Actual Project Costs

The project team costs include all of Alexander’s employees associated with the project, and were based
upon the staffing plan discussed in section 3.2. Not all project personnel were present during the whole
18 month duration of the project, thus a weighted percentage was made for each employee based on
their project participation per month. The project manager and superintendent were the only personnel
to be involved during the complete project duration, while the rest of the staff were also working in
different projects at that time. Field office costs include all costs incurred from the office trailers on site
and anything associated with them. This takes into account all trailer expenses such as office supplies,
equipment, telephone, Lighting/HVAC, and travel costs. Field operations costs, on the other hand,
include all expenses incurred from constructing, operating, and maintaining activities in the field. This
section assumes all costs for field operations, and includes temporary power/water/fencing/toilets,
safety & winter protection, surveying and waste management. All the project team, field office and
operation costs were under Alexander Construction’s General Conditions Budget.
The last two items in the estimate are insurance and building closeout costs, and were assumed by
Geisinger Health Systems. Building closeout costs take into account those expenses from testing,
commissioning and inspecting the building after construction is complete. Insurance costs include
builder’s risk, general liability, and performance bonds, and are based on a percentage of the total
contract ($26.2M).
*Refer to Appendix D for the ‘General Conditions Estimate’
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2.6 LEED EVALUATION
While phase I of the Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus was designed a LEED Silver Rating,
Geisinger Health Systems decided that the added costs associated with pursuing this rating were too
high. For this 78,000SF addition, Geisinger is pursing LEED Certified Status. In order to achieve this
desired rating, 40-49 points must be attained. The first step in a LEED analysis is to identify the LEED
points that are of the most value to the owner and worth pursuing. Table 2.5 summarizes those LEED
points for each category that are expected or not expected to be met on the Gray’s Woods project.
Table 2.5 – LEED Evaluation Summary:

LEED Evaluation Summary
LEED Category

Level of Pursuit

Possible
Points

Sustainable Sites
Water Efficiency
Energy & Atmosphere
Materials & Resources

Yes
8
2
9
12

Maybe
2
3
9
0

No
8
4
21
4

Indoor Environmental Quality
Innovation & Design Process

8
4

8
2

2
0

18
6

Regional Priority Credits

2

2

0

4

Total LEED Points

45

26

39

110

18
9
39
16

*Checklist Based on LEED 2009 New Construction Rating System (Appendix E)

As evidenced in Table 2.5, the Grays Woods Care Campus is expecting to achieve 45 out of 110 possible
LEED points. For sustainable sites category, the Grays Woods project obtained LEED points for site
selection, public transportation access, maximization of open space, stormwater design, and light
pollution reduction. The building’s design makes extensive use of natural daylight through its curtain
wall and skylight along its northern façade. The design also incorporates occupancy and photosensor
lighting control systems to dim the lights when there is natural daylight available, as well as to turn off
lights in unoccupied spaces. Alexander Building Construction put a great emphasis in the Material &
Resources Category, investing over $95,000 in a waste management program in order to achieve their
goal of recycling 95% of the construction waste. Moreover, 20% of the material used in the construction
of this project originates from within 500km of the site.
Although the project is 5 points away from being accredited LEED Silver, the project team chose not to
pursue this level of accreditation as it involved increased planning and investment. Nevertheless,
Alexander Building Construction and Geisinger Health Systems maintained a high level of commitment
to sustainable construction on this project through the use of sustainable design features and means
and methods of constructing this facility.
*Refer to Appendix E for the ‘Project LEED Scorecard'
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3.0 Virtual Mockups on Operating/Endoscopy Rooms
3.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
One of the major challenges in the construction of the Geisinger Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus
was the great amount of changes that went in designing the operating and endoscopy rooms of this
facility. It took over 8 weeks of design reiterations in the midst of the construction process to determine
a final design for these rooms. Using field mockups for both rooms was not only costly and timeconsuming, but also obstructed other trades to begin work in these areas as they were left until the end
of the project. Any delays or challenges in the construction of these rooms could potentially escalate in
delaying the project overall.

3.2 PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed solution for tackling this problem is developing and implementing virtual mockups for the
operating and endoscopy rooms of the Ambulatory Care Campus. Through the use of virtual mockups,
the end users could be brought in early in the design phase to provide valuable input in order to have a
finalized design prior to beginning construction. End users such as doctors and nurses could walk around
the virtual mockup and review the room’s layout and practicality of the locations of different medical
equipment, connections, tools and casework around the room. For this research, I will explore the
efficacy of implementing virtual mockups for the construction of the operating and endoscopy rooms of
the Grays Woods project. While developing the virtual mockups I will capture the efforts of the criteria
& workflow required for implementing virtual mockups for design-reviews. In addition, a schedule
analysis will also help determine how the implementation of a virtual mockup will help the project team
inform design decisions without limiting other trades from performing work in these areas.

3.3 RESEARCH GOAL
After completing this analysis, we are expected to fully comprehend the criteria and workflow required
to develop and implementing virtual mockups for the design and construction of the operating and
endoscopy rooms of the Grays Woods facility. By developing the virtual mockup and performing a
schedule analysis for implementation, we will identify whether using virtual mockups will greatly benefit
the construction process of the facility’s operating and endoscopy rooms.

3.4 BACKGROUND RESEARCH
The use of construction mock-ups have become common practice to validate design and work through
constructability challenges in a project. Physical mock-ups offer significant benefits as a communication
tool amongst the project team but must be balanced with a potentially large cost and obstruction to
construction schedule.12 Virtual mockups offer an opportunity to provide less expensive yet similar
means to reach consensus decisions among healthcare personnel, designers, and construction
contractors. Using a 3-D virtual representation of the spaces could potentially save time, reduce risk,
and solve design and constructability issues in advance of construction.
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3.5 CURRENT MOCKUP EVALUATION
Construction mockups are an invaluable tool used to experience a
realistic representation of a design concept. When used effectively, they
can help obtain valuable information regarding the design and workflow
of different spaces. Mockups can help the construction team identify
potential issues up-front in order to save time, reduce risk, and solve
design and constructability issues within a project.
An ‘In-Place Mockup’ was constructed for the operating room of this
facility, in order to gather feedback from the end users with regards to
the spacing and equipment layout. Spray paint was used to layout the
location of the patient bed and boom swing radius. Cardboards were
also placed around the walls to resemble the location of different
screens, electrical outlets and data outlets. Snapshots of the field
mockup used for the Operating Room of this facility may be seen in
Figure 3.1. Once completed, doctors and nurses were continually
brought in to these mock-ups, moving the pieces around as they
provided input on where different equipment should be located within
the space. Clinical scenarios were simulated in order to address the
workflow and functionality of the room layout. The project team
identified various issues with regards to equipment and casework
positioning, the coordination and placement of medical gas piping Fig. 3.1: O.R. Mock-Up Process
(Picture taken by George A.)
within the walls, and mounting heights for the different outlets and
nurse call buttons. It took over 8 weeks of design reiterations in the midst of the construction process in
order to determine a final design for these rooms.

IN-PLACE MOCKUP: ISSUES, CHALLENGES & LIMITATIONS
Using field mockups for the operating and endoscopy rooms proved to be an effective means of
obtaining design input from the end users. Nevertheless, they also proved to be a costly and time
consuming process that put in risk the timely completion of the project. Following, we will discuss
many of the issues, challenges and limitations that were encountered through the project’s mockup
process.


12

Level of Detail (LOD): The whole purpose of creating a physical mockup is to portray a realistic
representation of a given space. Mockups may vary in levels of detail; the higher level of detail
usually results in a higher cost, which may defy the purpose of creating the mockup in the first
place. One of the limitations with the implemented mockup was the lack of detail in order to
effectively portray the finalized design. The outlets, call buttons, and wall equipment were
portrayed by using cardboards, and most of the equipment was laid out in the floor using spray
paint. The lack of realistic representation of the given space is a limitation to this mockup, as it
may be hard for the end users to have a real feel of the given space.
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Time: Creating physical mockups for the operating and endoscopy rooms proved to be a very
time-consuming process in terms of constructing, re-modifying and demolishing. As mentioned
earlier, it took over 8 weeks of design reiterations in the midst of the construction process in
order to determine a final design for these rooms. Because of this, interior work for the four
operating and endoscopy rooms was left until a final design for these spaces was approved.
Costs: Costs are always an issue when dealing with physical mockups on a project. Physical
mockups are costly in terms of initial construction expense, costs associated with making
modifications for re-reviews, and the final demolition and disposal.4 It takes a lot of labor and
material in order to construct, re-modify, and demolish these mockups. Even though they may
eventually save the project team from having many change orders throughout the construction
process, these may not make up for the cost of implementing it.
Waste Generation: A great deal of waste is generated through physical mockups, as most of the
materials are usually disposed upon completing their purpose. This material waste not only
costs the project money, but also affects its eligibility of earning LEED points through the
‘Materials and Resources’ category.
Addressing Changes: Addressing changes based on the end user’s feedback may sometimes be
challenging in an ‘In-Place Mockup’. Depending on the ease of moving the objects and
equipment within the mockup, this may take a long time to perform. Due to the low level of
details of the project’s operating room mockup, making modifications to the initial mockup was
not a big concern. Nevertheless, the project team was limited to changing most of the room
layout as the patient bed, booms, and major equipment were all portrayed on the floor through
the use of spray paint.

IMPACT ON SCHEDULE
One of the biggest reasons behind implementing virtual mockups over the current mockup process
is the impact on the schedule and productivity of the interior work being done in the operating and
endoscopy rooms of the Grays Woods Facility. The in-place mockup construction and review process
began after completing the interior sheetrock installation in each of the operating and endoscopy
rooms. As seen in Figure 3.2, it obstructed the interior work being done in these areas, as they had
to be put until the end of the 8-week long process.

‘In-Place Mockup’
Construction &
Implementation

Fig. 3.2: Current schedule for interior work in Operating and Endoscopy Rooms, highlighting the construction and
implementation of the ‘In-Place Mockup’. (Schedule created by George Andonie using Microsoft Project)
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Constructing a mockup and performing design reviews in the middle of the construction process is a
time and cost consuming process, which can also put in risk the timely completion of this project.
Part of this analysis will focus on identifying how the implementation of virtual mockup will help the
project team inform design decisions without impacting construction in these areas.

3.6 VIRTUAL MOCKUPS
Virtual mockups are detailed 3D models of specified areas of a building with the aim to integrate design
and construction to promote efficient workflow in the construction of these spaces. In lieu of physical
mockups responding to last minute resolutions, virtual mockups have become valuable models used to
realize design-related issues earlier and allow for effective team collaborations. According to the
Associated General Contractors (AGC) of America, virtual mockups can add value to a project by:







Creating a better understanding of the end product
Ensuring the end product meets the owners needs
Understanding the assembly sequence within a space
Acting as a marketing tool for the owner
Streamlining the review process
Eliminating waste (time + cost)

Virtual mockups may provide many opportunities such as early project implementation at muchreduced costs, integration with design and construction, and improvement of efficiency of the designreview process. They often result in faster, cheaper, and a more effective means to see preliminary
design results than physical prototypes.15 By building a virtual mock-up compared to a physical mock-up,
the time to complete an area may be significantly decreased. There is no waste other than computer file
that was developed, and most importantly, there is no interruption to the project schedule as this is
done prior to beginning construction.

VIRTUAL MOCKUPS ON HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
Healthcare facilities are comprised of highly complex, specialized, and repetitive spaces. Spaces such
as patient rooms, operating rooms and intensive care units usually require specific knowledge and
input from a wide range of stakeholders in order to ensure that the final design meets their needs.
Virtual Mockups are being increasingly used on healthcare projects as they can be useful for the
design of these complex and specialized spaces.
Virtual Mockups may greatly benefit a project team by integrating the design and construction
phases, therefore promoting efficient workflow in the construction of these spaces. They provide
the opportunity for a team of project stakeholders to truly experience design alternatives and
concepts in the early stages of the design process, avoiding costly changes throughout the
construction. End users of these facilities are able to review the design for space programming,
safety issues, finishes and workflow efficiency within the model. Virtual Mockups may also help the
construction team address potential issues up-front, such as constructability and assembly needs,
providing a visual representation even throughout the construction of these facilities.15
14
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Utilizing virtual mockups on a project affords healthcare professionals and their staff the
opportunity to evaluate design ideas in order to ensure the best possible layout and space utilization
for efficient workflows and better patient outcomes. They allow end users to provide focused
feedback based on their opportunity to experience the virtual representation of the design concept.
By performing walkthroughs, they can evaluate the location and mobility of the different ownerfurnished equipment. This helps address the placement of different equipment connections, as well
as doors, windows and cabinetry. In addition, architectural features, lighting and noise levels may be
assessed to better identify design changes throughout the design review process. Addressing these
early in the design phases allows a more efficient workflow throughout the construction of these
spaces, greatly reducing cost and schedule associated with design modifications throughout the
construction of these spaces.

CASE STUDIES
Prior studies have shown the value of using virtual prototypes during the design review of patient
and procedure rooms in healthcare facilities. In this section, we are to look into precedent uses of
virtual mockups in healthcare facilities to better understand the many benefits and limitations of
virtual mockups for project design and construction. Two cases were studied: Greenfield Hospital by
Mortenson Construction, and St. Francis Hospital by Skanska. Both projects utilized virtual mockups
with intentions for better team and process integration in the construction of the specialized rooms.
The first case study was based on the construction of the Greenfield Hospital in Wisconsin. This $200
million, 500,000 GSF Hospital constructed by Mortenson Group, included a total of 300 patient and
47 imaging and procedure rooms. Because of the vast amount of rooms in the hospital, mockups
were critical to the success of this project. Mortenson Construction modeled 28 different patient
room virtual mockups and other 19 mockups to represent the different imaging and procedure
rooms. Figure 5.3 illustrates the virtual mockups
used for the construction of this facility.
According to Mortenson Construction, they
invested a total of 48 hours to create the initial
virtual mockups, perform design-reviews, and
address changes to all mockups. Being able to
reuse different model components throughout all
mockups helped to quickly develop the
Fig. 5.3: Virtual Mockup of Procedure Rooms at
interactive virtual mockups for all patient and Greenfield Hospital. Image courtesy of Mortenson
Construction
procedure rooms of the Greenfield Hospital.
A total of 45 Request for Information (RFI’s) were identified throughout the creation process of
these virtual mockups, and an additional 30 discrepancies after further review. User groups were
brought in to perform design reviews on the different mockups, which resulted in numerous
changes in casework reconfigurations and revised power and data locations. Utilizing virtual
Mockups helped identify major issues and changes before they became a budget and schedule
concern. According to Mortenson Construction, utilizing virtual mockups eliminated the need of
15
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Project Manager and Superintended Field Coordination, Subcontractor Rough-in Installation &
Adjustment, and greatly reduced after-completion rework in the construction of these rooms,
yielding an overall project savings of 0.7%.4
The second case study focuses in construction of the $116 million, 444,000 GSF addition to the St.
Francis Hospital in Columbus, Georgia. Because of the constrained schedule for an addition to their
existing campus, there was inadequate time for a comprehensive physical mockup of the patient
and intensive care units. Utilizing a combination of modeling and visualization software, the project
team created an accurate representation of these rooms. After modeling the walls, windows,
ceilings and floors for each space, the team focused on furnishing the spaces. Seating, bedding, light
fixtures, and complicated healthcare equipment were all modeled to portray a realistic
representation of the patient and intensive care units. Figure 5.4 shows a comparison between the
virtual mockup utilized in this project and the completed patient room at St. Francis Hospital. The
virtual mockups allowed the owner to decide on detailed finished and colors, and achieve a final
approval of space programming and the functionality of the area. The use of virtual mockups in this
project helped the project team to make informed design decisions early in the project, resolving
much of the disruptive troubleshooting that would have occurred if they were to use physical
mockups later in the building project phase.27

Fig. 5.4: Skanska’s virtual mock-up vs. completed patient room at St. Francis Hospital. Image courtesy of SKANSA

BENEFITS AND CONCERNS
Virtual mockups have proved to be very effective and efficient means for reviewing the design of a
space prior to construction. There exist many benefits as to why they should be used in healthcare
projects as well as limitations for certain owners and projects.
Using virtual mockups early on in projects allows project teams to better plan and coordinate the
effectiveness of a room & equipment layout with less space, time and cost compared to a physical
mock-up design review. Performing a virtual design review with these technologies also allows for
early user feedback and quick design changes while also decreasing potential to rework during
construction. These immersive environments are more intuitive and much easier to understand than
2D drawings, while also cheaper to produce than physical mockups. Another advantage of using
virtual mockups is the capacity to reuse content between models, as evidenced in Skanska’s case
study.
16
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There are also some aspects that limit this technology and are holding back virtual mockups from
being used regularly on construction projects. One limitation is that virtual design reviews require
owners to be involved and committed at an early stage in the project. It requires owners to invest
money upfront for future savings, to decide on the objective of the design review, and to make
decisions on owner-furnished equipment. Virtual mockups are only as effective as the end product
and the quality of the user’s feedback. A virtual mockup that limits the users to make changes within
the model is not as effective as one that does. Finally, a large limitation is that this is relatively new
technology and not all owners, companies and personnel are proficient in utilizing the software and
equipment required in implementing them.

3.7 VIRTUAL MOCKUP DEVELOPMENT
Developing the model of the operating and endoscopy rooms of the Grays Woods project was the most
time intensive part of this analysis. This process consisted in creating a realistic representation of 2D
plans through a 3D model (Figure 5.5). The level of detail needed in the model is quite high, in order to
deliver a sense of presence and realism comparable to the true space; this is important as it will allow
project stakeholders to review the space layout more effectively. The 3D model will serve as the main
tool for design reviews by allowing users to navigate and interact with it to obtain valuable design and
constructability input. By addressing the location of different equipment and physical objects around the
room, designers will be able to gain input on the location and mounting height of electrical and data
outlets.

Fig. 5.5: Converting the Operating Room’s 2D Plans to a 3D Model. (Plan taken from Sheet A2.1B and rendering produced
using Autodesk Revit 2013)

Developing the virtual mockup required the use of various different tools and knowledge learned
throughout the Master Level ‘Virtual Facility Prototyping; class (AE597F). Following is an overview of the
model development workflow, model application, time requirements, and issues encountered
throughout this process.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW
The facility model was developed using Autodesk Revit and Unity Software. The model development
process is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Autodesk Revit is a powerful modeling tool that allows users to
design 3D building, systems and components. Unity, in the other hand is a cross-platform game
engine, which allows users to navigate the models within real-time rendering environment. When
used concurrently, both programs provide modeling and navigating capabilities for the user to
interact with the virtual mockup and perform design reviews through a collaborative exploration of
the designed environment.

Fig. 5.6: The facility model was developed in Autodesk Revit, exported as a .FBX file format to 3ds max and then to Unity
game engine. (Screen Shots taken directly from Autodesk Revit and Unity Software)

The first step to developing the virtual mockup was modeling the operating and endoscopy rooms
using Autodesk Revit Software. Ewing Cole provided the architectural, mechanical, electrical and
plumbing Revit models used on this project. These were all combined into one model and stripped
down in order to focus on the rooms only. The model provided by the architect included all MEP
components, but did not include any owner-furnished equipment. Equipment modeling may be the
most time consuming step when developing these models. For this project, most of the medical
equipment was taken from previous project databases and online libraries, while others were
modeled using Revit Software.
In order to navigate and interact with the 3D Model, it needed to be exported to Unity Gaming
Software. The Revit Model was first exported to 3Ds Max as an .FBX file format in order to allow for
most of the materials to stay in place as well as achieving the proper scale of the model elements
before importing it to Unity. Once in Unity, the model was positioned accordingly, and missing
textures and colliders were assigned to each component as needed. Although the accuracy of
texture is not the main focus for implementing virtual mockup on the operating room, it was very
important in order to get the most out of the review process.
18
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The Unity model allowed for model interaction through the use of scripting and other means. For
this mockup, scripting was used to display the interactive (GUI Buttons) to change between scenes,
display messages to the user, retrieving information, and interacting with objects and elements in
the facility.
Once the Unity model was up to the desired final
product level, the file was exported to an
executable file. The executable file allows the model
to be run in ‘walkthrough mode’ independent from
the software. Unity Software offers the option to
build the executable file in a variety of different
platforms, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. This is
convenient for owners, subcontractors, or end
users, as they walk-through the space at their own
leisure. Although more realistic results can be
achieved by running the virtual mockup in an
‘Immersive Construction (Icon) Lab’, it this provides
the advantage of performing design reviews at the
job trailer for better convenience.

Fig. 5.7: Unity Multi-platform. Image courtesy of
www.unity3d.com

*Refer to Appendix F for the ‘Virtual Mockup Workflow Diagram’

VIRTUAL MODEL APPLICATION
As soon as the application is launched, a start menu is displayed that welcomes the user to the
design review of the Grays Woods operating and endoscopy rooms. The user can then choose
whether they want to 1) Review the Operating Room, 2) Review the Endoscopy Room, or 3) Quit
Application. After having chosen the room, the user enters the virtual model and is able to start the
design review process. Navigation is done through a First Person Controller (FPC), using the arrow
keys to move around the space while controlling the camera with the mouse. A hand-held game
controller could also be used to move around the space. By navigating throughout the room, the
user can check for clearances, equipment location, functionality, and general appearance. Upon
completing the design review, the users can provide feedback through an online survey which
requests for the user’s name, department, and other information about their experience with the
virtual model. The user can switch between rooms, quit, or provide feedback anytime throughout
the design-review process. Figures 5.8 - 5.11 illustrate the interactive sequence as the user runs the
Virtual Mockup for the Grays Woods Project. These screenshots were taken directly from the Virtual
Mockup Model in the Unity Software.
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Fig. 5.8: Start menu of the Virtual Mockup prompting user to
choose a space for review

Fig. 5.9: Welcome screen for endoscopy room design review

Fig. 5.10: Welcome screen for operating room design review

Fig. 5.11: Users can leave feedback upon completing the
design review meeting

TIME REQUIREMENTS
The time to complete all of the modeling work was recorded to better understand the time
requirements necessary to implement virtual mockups in a project. Table 5.1 summarizes the time
required in developing the virtual mockup for the operating and endoscopy rooms of the Grays
Woods project. Time was tracked for those tasks that went in developing the virtual mockups only;
acquiring all of the relevant information, determining design review goals, and contacting necessary
parties was excluded from these steps and time associated.
Table 5.1 –Actual Time Required to Complete Virtual Mockup

Time Requirement
Step Description
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Obtained Existing Revit Model
Combine Architectural & MEP Revit Models
Strip Out Revit Model
Model all Owner Furnished Equipment
Export Model to 3Ds Max
Export Model to Unity
Develop Scripting and Textures in Unity

Total

20

Duration (Hrs.)

Total Time

2
0.5
8
1
1
8

0
2
2.5
10.5
11.5
12.5
20.5

20.5 Hrs
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As seen in Table 5.1, it took a total of 20.5 hours to develop the virtual mockups of the operating
and endoscopy rooms for the Grays Woods Project. It is important to note that this was my first
time creating a virtual mockup, and that there is a significant learning curve in developing these
tools. The estimated time considers that the space was previously modeled and most of the
equipment used was taken from previous project databases and online libraries. This saved a
significant amount of time, as this task is the most time consuming part of the mockup
development. As more and more mock-ups are being implemented, equipment and component
databases can be created to be used in future projects. Thus, the time in developing the 3D models
can significantly decrease moving forward.

COMPLICATIONS , LIMITATIONS & LESSONS LEARNED
There were many challenges encountered throughout the development of the virtual mockup, as
well as limitations when implementing it for design reviews.
a) Virtual Mockup Development:
Initial design challenges with Unity involved functionality of the software and scripting.
Additional help had to be sought from other people and sources in order to learn the foundation
of the scripting language. Being relatively new to this process, it took some time to learn the
functions of the software, as well as the idea of communicating to a computer with text and
commands. Once the basics were learned, it was rather easy to understand the basic tools and
commands required for modeling virtual mockups. Unity’s user-friendly software proved to be
successful for the purpose of modeling virtual mockups, although it takes time to learn the
basics of the program at first.
Another design challenge I encountered when modeling was the functionality and
interoperability between Revit and Unity Software. A lot of model materials were lost when
exporting the model between Autodesk Revit and Unity, regardless of utilizing 3ds Max
program. This required additional time in matching the textures for some components in Unity.
While the creation of the rooms was relatively simple, modeling the many specialized types of
equipment and fixtures for the model was considerably time-consuming. It would be greatly
beneficial to have a digital library of ‘generic equipment’ and ‘template codes’ for quickly
populating the virtual mockups of particular hospital units. The digital model content developed
for these libraries could comprise of patient beds, crash carts, trolleys, and other healthcare
related furniture. If equipment manufacturers were to model their products and share them to
the general public, this would greatly improve the process of creating the virtual mock-ups. This
would greatly benefit the development of virtual mockups through the use of reusable digital
model content of equipment between projects, making the design information workflow more
achievable in a timely and productive manner.
Overall, there were no major issues that stood out in the creation of the virtual mockups. Even
though it was a relatively time-consuming process, there is a huge potential of time savings
moving forward. Because I was relatively new to this process, it required more time to develop
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the virtual mockups for the operating and endoscopy rooms of the Geisinger Grays Woods
Ambulatory Care Campus. Nevertheless, professional modelers with access to a ‘digital model
library’ and ‘template codes’ can significantly reduce the time it takes to develop the virtual
mockups.
b) Virtual Mockup Application:
There were many limitations of the developed application that could impact the effectiveness of
the design review sessions in a healthcare project. These include the operability of the mockup
itself, interactive features within the model, and level of realism.
Based on past research of virtual mockups in healthcare projects, one of the greatest challenges
faced during the design reviews was that sometimes users found it hard to orient themselves
and identify the room they were reviewing. It may take some time for users to get used to the
navigation within the model. This could be improved by incorporating mini-maps to serve as
reference by tracking the user’s location within the facility. It is also important to note that some
users may encounter dizziness and disorientation if the design reviews are performed in stereo
mode. These implications could pose problems when reviewing the facilities with virtual
mockups.
Another limitation was developing a dynamic environment within the mockup components.
Virtual mockups that are limited to static movement represent space layout only. The virtual
mockups developed for this project limited the users from interacting with the virtual
environment. The built components were static and their locations or movements could not be
modified by the users. It would be greatly beneficial if the virtual mockup could represent the
boom movement radius, or allow users to move components around in order to better address
the room space layout. Unity Game Engine has the potential to create such interactive
environments; nevertheless, it requires advanced knowledge in the software and is beyond my
modeling capabilities.
The level of realism of the virtual mockup is a major limitation of the developed virtual mockup.
Incorporating more realistic textures and rendering of the lighting would greatly improve the
effectiveness of virtual mockups in addressing the perception of a space. Due to some limitation
of the modeling tools to produce perfectly rendered, realistic, and accurate models to match the
final materials and lightings, it may be a concern that end users may receive an incorrect
impression about the design. This could cause unforeseen outcomes as the model may not
reflect the realistic representation of the constructed spaces.
It is important to have these challenges and limitations in mind when developing virtual
mockups for a project, as they may hinder from receiving quality feedback in the design review
meetings.
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3.8 VIRTUAL MOCKUP IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE IMPLICATIONS
A key characteristic of virtual mockups is that they allow implementation for design-reviews
throughout the design and construction phases of a project. Figure 5.2 illustrates the
implementation Virtual Mockups within the design and construction project timeline. Unlike the “InPlace Mockups” used in the project, they provide the advantage of addressing issues in the design
stage to better plan for the construction of the spaces.

Planning for component fabrication.

Full fabrication of
component started.

Fig. 5.12: Implementation of various mockup types within a project’s design and construction
15
phases. Image courtesy of www.brikbase.org

To get the most benefit out of the virtual mockup, it should be implemented early in the design
process in order to address all issues prior to construction. The development process should begin
as soon as there is enough design content to create a virtual representation of the 2D drawings. The
virtual model will help identify potential issues with the space layout and help test various design
changes prior to beginning construction. Weekly or bi-weekly design-review meetings should be
held between the shareholders, owner, contractor, and all involved subcontractors to assess the
room layout, constructability issues, and even architectural features of the space. At this stage, the
3D Model will undergo a series of modification according to the feedback received during these
meetings. The design-review process is generally a repetitive process that may go throughout the
entire building design phase. This process may vary from project to project, and is usually complete
whenever the project team feels they have covered all details and can commit to a final design.
Within the construction phase, the virtual mockup will aid in communicating the design to all
parties, particularly contractors. It will allow for contractors to gain a better understanding of how
the design can be constructed, serving as a guide for the construction and installation of the systems
in these spaces. By promoting added visualization and better communication, the virtual mockup
can greatly increase field productivity and reduce costly RFI’s and unforeseen change orders.
Although a schedule of the mockup implementation was not created, discussion with the project
team confirmed that this would greatly streamline the construction process by resolving issues early
in the project.
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ASSOCIATED COSTS
Research about virtual mockup application was conducted to determine reasonable costs associated
with implementing virtual mockups on a project. Costs were based on research performed and
industry recommendations on typical costs of developing and implementing the virtual mockups on
a project. Table 5.2 summarizes the typical costs associated with implementing virtual mockups on a
project.
Table 5.2 – Costs Associated with Implementing Virtual Mockups

Cost Summary
Item Description
Develop & Modify Model
Design-Review Meetings (GC)

Total

Mhrs

Hourly Wage

Total Cost

23
50

$35/hr
$65/hr

$805
$3,250

$4,055

*Costs taken from RS Means 2013

As seen in Table 5.2, it may cost about $4,055 to implement virtual mockups in a project. The
estimated costs include those personnel expenses for developing and reviewing the 3D Model.
Estimated durations were taken from the actual model development and talks with industry
professionals. It was determined earlier that it takes 20.5 hours to develop the virtual mockup for
one operating room. Assuming it takes an additional 1.5 hours to address all changes and
modifications, the cost of developing the model was $805. Design-review sessions vary greatly
between projects, depending on the detail and amount of components being reviewed. Speaking
with Douglas Workman, it was determined that it could take around 10 hours to perform a complete
design review of the facility’s operating room. Assuming 4 members would attend each meeting, the
cost for performing design-reviews would $3,250. All wage costs were calculated using RS Means
2013.
It is important to note that the cost of implementing virtual mockups may greatly vary with the level
of resources available from project to project. Expenses for infrastructure, equipment and software
can escalate the costs of implementing virtual mockups. Infrastructure & equipment expenses
consider the rental of space and equipment to perform design-review meetings. For this project,
design-review meetings could be held at Penn State’s Immersive Construction (Iconn) Lab without
any additional costs. The developed virtual mockup has the versatility that it may be run using
different platforms; therefore, it can be done at the project trailer as long as there is a computer,
projector and enough space to hold the design-review meetings. Software product licenses may be
the most expensive, and most important, components to developing virtual mockups. There were
three different software products used in this project, and they all played a different role in
completing the virtual mockup. The first and most important software was Autodesk Revit 2013, and
has the highest cost at approximately $7,000 for a product license. The next software used was
Autodesk 3DS Max 2013, which costs approximately $3,500 for a product license. The final software,
Unity 3D, has a free version that may be downloaded online. These costs could be absorbed
between different projects if the owner or contractor implements virtual mockups throughout
various projects.
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RETROSPECTIVE FEEDBACK
While the developed virtual mock-up was not able to be tested in a design-review environment,
feedback was received from speaking with the project team. For this, I met with Douglas Workman
(Project Manager) and Josh Progar (Project Engineer) in order to show them the developed
application and receive feedback on their behalf.
In an open conversation with both, they recognized that the virtual mockup could provide value to
the design and construction of the operating and endoscopy rooms. According to Josh, the detail
and quantity of the model was more than adequate for the intended use. Comparing it to the actual
in-place mockup used for the operating and endoscopy rooms, the developed mockup would be
helpful in providing a virtual representation of the built space. They agreed that using virtual
mockups could potentially cut down time and costs that went into addressing the large number of
change orders, RFI’s, and design modifications for the construction of the patient and endoscopy
rooms of the Grays Woods Project. In addition, Douglas pointed out that it would allow a more rapid
and efficient resolution of issues during the design-review phase, as these could be done from any
location without the need of having all the end users in the same place.
Douglas Workman attended a design-review for an independent study based on the Grays Woods
Project during its early stages of construction. This independent study, conducted by former AE
Student Matthew Hoerner, researched the efficiency and effectiveness in utilizing ‘Head Mounted
Displays’ (HMDs) for design reviews of healthcare facilities. When asked about his previous
experience in the design-review meeting, Douglas said that he liked the collaborative environment
to address design changes. He stated that, “On really complex medical rooms, such as Operating
Rooms, this type of 3D effort would be beneficial. It is very challenging to make a complex space
comprehensible to medical staff.” Both Douglas and Josh were receptive to the idea of utilizing
Virtual Mockups for this project, and would encourage the use of this technology on future
healthcare projects.

3.9 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
Virtual mockups may provide many opportunities such as early project implementation at muchreduced costs, integration with design and construction, and improvement of efficiency during the
design-review process. They often result in faster, cheaper, and more effective means for reviewing the
design of a space prior to construction.15 The virtual mockup on the operating and endoscopy rooms of
the Grays Woods project were designed in Revit Architecture, exported as an FBX file format to 3ds max
and then to Unity Game Engine. It took a total of 20.5 hours to develop both virtual mockups, and could
potentially cost over $4,000 if implemented on this project. To get the most benefit out of the virtual
mockup, it should be implemented early in the design phase in order to address all issues prior to
construction. Within the construction phase, the virtual mockup will aid in communicating the design to
all parties, particularly contractors. I would highly recommend the implementation of this technology in
future healthcare projects, as it could greatly streamline the design and construction process by
resolving issues early in the project timeline.
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4.0 - Brick Façade Prefabrication
4.1 OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION
When analyzing the schedule for the Geisinger Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus project, a major
activity stood out - the construction of the building envelope. This activity incurred a total of 178 days in
the project schedule, second longest after interior work. Stick-building the exterior brick facade requires
an extensive amount of labor-hours and scaffolding to install. This time-intensive process hinders the
schedule from being accelerated, and the building from being watertight beforehand. Any delays in the
construction of this activity could potentially push back the substantial completion date, or even incur
additional costs for the construction of this project.

4.2 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
The Grays Woods project presents an opportunity to change from typical stick-built exterior wall
construction into a modular design. An analysis will need to be performed to determine whether the use
of prefabricated brick panels will improve schedule, cost, and building performance. Nevertheless, this
implementation would require a supporting mechanical analysis. For this, insulation & thermal
performances of the proposed system will be calculated and evaluated against the existing wall panels.
A feasibility analysis based on cost, schedule, and mechanical performance will help evaluate whether
prefabricating the building’s wall enclosure is a viable approach for the project.

4.3 RESEARCH GOAL
The goal of this analysis is to determine whether there is an alternative construction that could decrease
the duration and cost of the brick veneer façade, while maintaining similar aesthetics and building
performance. By assembling these modules under a controlled environment, an overall improvement in
productivity, safety, quality, and constructability is expected in the construction of the building’s
exterior wall panels.

4.4 BACKGROUND RESEARCH
Multi-trade prefabrication & modularization was a key topic of discussion during the 22nd Annual PACE
Roundtable. After discussing this topic with various industry professionals, it was noted that several
projects that made use of prefabrication have found significant reduction in their construction schedule.
By working offsite under a controlled environment and installing the modules on a just-in-time basis
onsite, there is an increase in productivity, safety and quality in the construction of these components.
Although prefabrication may greatly reduce a project’s schedule, it may not always provide desirable
results with regards to project costs. Having the components produced offsite may greatly reduce labor
costs, but additional costs could be incurred through the transportation and erection of these
components. Other limitations discussed in the PACE Roundtable were long lead times, inspections, and
payment limitations. It is important to account for these variables when analyzing whether using
prefabrication on a project.
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4.5 CURRENT BUILDING FAÇADE
The building enclosure of the Geisinger Ambulatory Care Campus
consists of non-structural 3½” face brick veneer walls with coldformed metal stud backup. A 4” semi-rigid insulation, 1½” air
space, sheathing and air vapor barrier provide the necessary
thermal and moisture performances in order to deliver
comfortable indoor environment to its building occupants. Figure
6.1 shows the detail of a vertical section of the existing brick
veneer wall. Extensive amount of time and labor were required to
stick-build the complete brick exterior walls of this facility. The
plan was to begin at the west building facade and work their way
around in a counter-clockwise manner; this would streamline the
production of the different trades working in the exterior wall Figure 6.1: Brick Cavity Wall Detail.
construction. Starting with the exterior wall metal framing, the Image taken from Sheet A3.4.2
consequent trades would follow in order to have the building dried-in & conditioned by July 30th, 2013.
The process of building the exterior wall on-site took a total of 178 workdays. The completion of this
activity highly depended on the weather and the productivity of each trade; any delays in the
construction could potentially push back the substantial completion date, or even incur additional costs
for this project. Prefabricating the brick wall construction offers an advantage by assembling them under
a controlled environment, potentially decreasing total erection time by up to 75%13

4.6 PREFABRICATED PANEL DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
Research was performed in order to gain a better understanding of the types of prefabricated panels
available in the market. Three types of panels were identified, each built with different material
assemblies to provide a unique solution to the panelization of the building’s enclosure. The first
alternative consists of precast concrete panels with an exterior brick texture. The second option is
precast panels with embedded bricks, and the final alternative is to completely preassemble the exterior
wall panels off-site and transport them onsite to erect in place. Following is a description of each
different type of prefabricated panel, along with manufacturer information; these will later be used in
order to determine the most suitable prefabricated panel for this project.

1) HIGH CONCRETE’S ARCHITECTURAL INSULATED WALL PANELS:
Architectural Precast Panels may provide a great solution to prefabricated exterior wall claddings.
This type of prefabricated wall panel uses a layer of precast concrete on its exterior in order to
replicate a brick finish. High Concrete Group is a manufacturer of this type of a wall system, which
was implemented in the construction of the Millenium Science Complex Building at Penn State. Due
to their success in this project and closeness to the project site, I thought they would be a good
option for this building’s exterior brick panels. High Concrete Group was contacted in order to
obtain further procurement and installation information.
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High Concrete Group offers a variety of different wall
assemblies to accommodate a project’s needs. George Burnley,
an engineer at High Concrete Group, recommended in using
their CarbonCast© Architectural Insulated Wall Panels (Figure
6.2) for this this project. This wall could vary thicknesses,
depending on the target level of insulation and architectural
details trying to incorporate. The recommended wall
composition consists of structural steel backup frame with a 4”
precast concrete attached to each side. The exterior panel’s
finish is sandblasted in order to simulate real brick. The 4”
interior space is filled with expanded polystyrene (EPS) foam to
provide an adequate R-Value of 20. Based on the
©
Figure 6.2: CarbonCast Architectural
recommended panel composition, size, finish, and project
Insulated Wall Panels. Image courtesy of
High Conrete
location, the average cost of this system is about $38/SF
including fabrication, delivery and installation. According to George, these panels would work best if
designed to be oriented vertically, but horizontal orientation is also possible if needed. The panels
would be fabricated and trucked in from Denver, Pennsylvania at a distance of 160miles from the
site. The expected weight of these panels should be around 100psf, and the installer should be able
to install around 15 panels per day.
From a design standpoint, this system offers flexibility in replicating various different concrete
colors, textures, and forms. Nevertheless, using concrete cladding may be challenging when trying
to match real brick from the existing structure. Using a monolithic concrete panel over bricks
reduces the amount of joints in the wall, therefore providing a better performance against water
and moisture penetration.

2) NITTERHOUSE ’S ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST PANELS:

Figure 6.3: Architectural Precast
Panels. Image courtesy of
Nitterhouse Concrete

Nitterhouse Concrete offers a different alternative to precast panels,
which uses embedded thin bricks rather than concrete cladding. This
design incorporates the appearance of real brick with a prefabricated
wall panel system. Mark Taylor, President and CEO of this company,
recommended using their 9” ‘Insulated Architectural Precast Panels’ for
this project. The 9” is made up of a 3” interior concrete face, 2” rigid
insulation, and a 4” exterior face, as illustrated in Figure 6.3. The
exterior face of the panel consists of 5/8” thin set brick over 3-3/8”
thick cast concrete. This wall assembly has an approximate weight of
87.5psf, compared to the 54psf of the original design.

These panels are assembled at Nitterhouse’s manufacturing plant in
Chambersburg, PA, at a distance of 100 miles from the project site. The panels are first formed, and
a thin set brick is arranged within a plastic grid inside the form. Concrete is then placed, vibrated
and leveled. The concrete curing temperature is regulated under a controlled environment, usually
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resulting in higher concrete strengths. After the concrete is cured, the set grid is removed, revealing
the joints of the brick. This process makes the panels look as if they would have been hand crafted.
One of the disadvantages to using this system is that it does not come assembled with metal backup
and drywall for the interior side of the precast walls. The thermal ‘R-Value’ of the proposed
composite wall panel assembly is 14.38. Additional insulation will have to be provided in order to
achieve adequate thermal insulation for the exterior wall. This additional insulation, drywall and
backup would have to be installed on site and the precast wall panels attached to them. This would
only reduce the scheduled activity of laying brick and insulation on site, rather than prefabricating
the whole exterior brick façade.
Mark explained that typical lead-time to fabricate the panels is 5-6 months from award of the
project to the start of delivery. The cost of the panels including fabrication, delivery and installation
would be around $25/SF. When including additional assembly materials, the cost per square of the
exterior panel totals $45/SF. Precast panels would be shipped flat to the site on trucks and
scheduled to be brought directly from the plant to the crane in order to assure a continuous
erection. The installer should be able to erect an average of 16 panels a day on the building,
regardless the size of the panel.

3) PANELIZED BRICK VENEER WALL SYSTEM (PBVW)

Figure 6.4: PVBS System Section. Image
courtesy of Dr. Ali Memari

Although there are many wall manufacturers that can
prefabricate panels with a variety of face shell textures
including bricklike patterns, many owners and architects
would still like to use real exterior clay brick veneer walls
because of their aesthetically pleasing appearance. This
type of prefabricated brick walls would require assembling
the wall panels in a manufacturing plant within close
location to the project, or even fabricated onsite. The
“Introduction of a Panelized Brick Veneer Wall System and
Its Building Science Evaluation” paper by Dr. Ali Memari
provides a design guideline to these panels. Figure 6.4
shows the detail of a vertical section of the entire proposed
wall panel as installed. The panelized brick veneer wall
system would have to be reinforced in both directions by
structural steel framework in order to support the weight of
the brick veneers and steel stud backup during
transportation and erection.13

This system may be the most effective in replicating the real properties of the existing exterior brick
wall, as it uses the same materials that would be placed on site. As seen in Figure 6.4, the fiberglass
batt insulation, vapor barrier, plywood and drywall are all attached to the steel stud backup, which
is supported directly by the floor slab. The brick veneer is attached to the rest of the structure
through shear ties and are supported by shelf angles. Additionally, this panel uses weep holes and
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vents for water and moisture control as traditional brick veneer walls. By replicating the features of
the stick-built assembly into a prefabricated panel, this solution offers the most durable and
maintenance-free wall assembly out of all other options. In a similar manner, the panel provides the
same R-value (25) and weight (54psf) to that of the existing wall assembly.
Although this type of panelized brick veneer walls requires assembling and connecting the materials
as if done on-site, the process is done under a controlled environment which will facilitate the
construction and quality control of the exterior brick walls. Workers will not have to lay bricks at
high elevations, and continuous production is guaranteed as it won’t be influenced by the weather.
With a lead time of over 6 months, these panels may be fabricated ahead of time and erected in
place when needed. This process may greatly reduce the construction schedule by removing the
construction of the exterior façade from the critical path. Nevertheless, this process may greatly
increase the overall cost of the project as it requires additional efforts to transport and erect into
place. This wall assembly estimated to cost around $52/SF, assuming that they are fabricated within
a 20 mile radius. Although similar amount of man hours would be required to fabricate the panels,
additional structural support and equipment is needed in order to transport and erect them in place.
Therefore, these panels offer a great solution for owners who wish to reduce the project schedule
despise escalating construction costs.

4.7 CHOOSING THE RIGHT PREFABRICATED PANEL
In his book ‘Building Science for Building Enclosures’, John Straube explains how building enclosures
follow three main functions: Support, Control, and Finish. When choosing an alternative exterior wall
envelope for the Geisinger Grays Woods Facility, we have to focus on one that not only meets these
functions, but surpasses those existing wall conditions.
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Support: Building enclosure walls should be designed to rest, distribute and transfer the physical
and mechanical loads acting on them.25 Since the existing exterior wall lies on top of the floor
slabs, the proposed panels may be non-structural. Nevertheless, they should be designed to
resist wind loads, moisture, thermal and similar environmental loads induced on them.
Control: Building enclosure walls should be designed to control the flow of matter and energy
due to the separation of the interior and exterior environments.25 All proposed walls comply
with the building codes with respect to fire rating and insulation, but each has different thermal
properties based on the materials they use. A wall panel with the greatest possible wall
insulation is possible in order to prevent heat loss and heat gains and maintain a comfortable
indoor environment to its occupants. A mechanical breadth analysis will help understand how
the chosen panel affects the building’s mechanical performance in order to determine whether
it would be beneficial for this project.
Finish: Building enclosure walls should be designed to meet human desire on appearance and
aesthetics.25 Considering that this construction will be connecting to an existing building,
matching the facility’s brick color and texture is crucial in this project. Therefore, aesthetics play
a huge role in deciding the most suitable brick panel system for this building.
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HOUSE OF QUALITY
All three manufacturers provided different alternatives to the existing brick veneer wall system for
the Grays Woods Ambulatory Care Campus. In order to determine the most suitable component for
this specific project, factors such as panel materials, method of prefabrication, aesthetics, assembly
location, cost, thermal performance, size and weight will have to be considered.
House of Quality is a widely known tool in construction used to translate a client’s need into a
design. By correlating the customer requirements and the product characteristics, it helps define,
numerically, what product best suits the owner’s needs and requirements.23 House of Quality was
developed behind the idea of developing products based on the needs of the customer; it will serve
as a good tool to identify the most suitable prefabricated wall panel to be used for this analysis
based on the owner’s requirements.
The first step to developing a house of quality diagram is identifying the owner’s needs. These
derive from the owner’s overall goals and objectives for this project. In order from importance, the
following owner needs were identified:







Exterior Façade Matching Existing (30%)
Low Construction Cost (20%)
Short Installation Schedule (16%)
Good Thermal Performance (14%)
Durable Wall Exterior (12%)
Maintenance-Free Wall Assembly (8%)

A weighted importance (represented as a %), was given to each requirement based on the owner’s
goals and objectives. Geisinger Health Systems, the owner for this project, puts a lot of emphasis in
the overall project cost and schedule; but most importantly they expect a high quality exterior
building finish that matches the existing building. Thermal performance, durability and maintenance
are all properties that tie back to quality and operation costs. In general, the owner expects to have
a high quality building enclosure that meets the existing building façade aesthetics, with the lowest
possible cost and schedule; this is portrayed through the different owner requirements identified in
the house of quality.
After identifying the owner’s goals and objectives, the next step to this process was translating them
into particular product specifications. We identified three different alternatives for the building’s
enclosure, each with different performances and specifications. Focusing on the different
performance criteria for each wall is important in order to identify the most adequate wall assembly
for this project. It is best to choose performance criteria that may be quantified as this aids in
comparing how each panel performs against each other. However, a relative performance rating
may be used for those that were not able to be quantified. The following design requirements were
used in this House of Quality:
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Assembly Location (Miles)
Insulation Properties (R-Value)
Impact Resistance (Relative)
Face Material Aesthetics (Relative)
Cost of Assembly ($/SF)
Installation Time (Hr./SF)
Component Weight (PSF)

These design characteristics were then compared through a correlation matrix. This matrix, which is
more often referred to as the roof, is used identify how these performances work together (+) and
where they conflict each other (-). As this House of Quality is being used for pre-designed wall
panels, this correlation matrix will only be helpful in illustrating how the different performance
criteria correlate within each other.
Once all owner and design requirements have been identified, we can begin forming an
interrelationship matrix between them. This matrix is what’s used to compare how well each of the
building’s enclosure performances matches each of the owner requirements. Symbols are used on
the upper box to establish the strength of the relationship between the customer requirement and
the performance measure. Each symbol represents a specific value: Strong relationship (9), medium
relationship (6), or weak relationship (3). No values were assigned where there was no relationship
evident. The bottom box contains the weight of each requirement that the panels are attempting to
fulfill. This weight is calculated by multiplying the assigned relationship (1, 3 or 9) by the weighted
importance (%) for each different owner requirement.
Once all correlations have been made, the weights are summed up throughout the column to obtain
a total weight for each different design requirement. Using the existing wall panel as a baseline,
each design requirement was ranked based on their performance against the existing design. Those
design specifications that matched, or better yet, surpassed that of the existing design (highlighted
with a red box) were weighted with a 1.0; the second best were weighted 0.8, and the third best
with a 0.6. The given weights were then multiplied by the total weight for each different design
requirement, and then summed across the row to obtain a total value. The panel with the highest
total value would be considered the most suitable panel for this project based on the owner’s needs
and requirements.
*Refer to Appendix G for the House of Quality Diagram
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4.8 PREFABRICATED PANEL DESIGN & INSTALLATION PROCESS
Based on the House of Quality performed to compare all different prefabricated panel alternatives,
Nitterhouse Concrete proved to be the most suitable panel design for the Geisinger Grays Woods
Ambulatory Care Campus. Nitterhouse Concrete’s embedded thin brick panels offer the best between
all panels: Real brick aesthetics with the benefit of fast installation and low cost escalation through
precast panel prefabrication. Following the prefabricated panel selection, we are determined to design
and perform an evaluation for the Geisinger Grays Woods Building.

PREFABRICATED PANEL DESIGN
One of the biggest benefits of assembling panels under a controlled environment is that it allows for
much safer and comfortable working conditions. Quality and productivity are greatly increased, as
the manufacturing process is not influenced by harsh weather like rain, snow, or extremely low
temperature. Assembling the wall panels in a plant also allows a lot of design flexibility. A wide
range of panel sizes and designs can be easily accommodated to meet a project’s needs. The biggest
challenge is determining the most cost efficient design as each project has a unique façade layout.

Figure 6.5: Installation of thin brick under a
controlled environment. Image courtesy of
Scott System

As mentioned earlier, the panel manufacturing process is
pretty straightforward. The panels are first formed, and a
thin set brick is arranged within a plastic grid inside the form
(Figure 6.5). Concrete is then placed, vibrated and leveled to
complete the 4” exterior concrete face. A 2” layer of rigid
insulation (Poluisocynaurate) is then set under a final 3”
concrete face. The panel formwork and window frames can
be easily modified from panel to panel to accommodate
different panel sizes and shapes. Mitered joints (Figure 6.6)
will be used to connect panels on the building’s corners.

When it comes to determining the adequate panel sizing, there are two important factors to
consider: consistency and transportation constraints. Panels are costly to put in place, regardless of
their size. The amount of panels we have in our project
can largely impact the total cost of the system. Because
of this, it is necessary to design a layout that requires
the least amount of panels, while still maintaining a
repetitive and acceptable panel size for transportation.
In consultation with Mark Taylor, President and CEO of
Nitterhouse Concrete Products, it was determined that
it would be more cost effective to orient panels
vertically in the building. This orientation will allow the Figure 6.6: Mitered Joint on Panels. Image
courtesy of www.dydata.com
panels to span the complete building height, therefore
reducing the total amount of panels used on the façade. Mark explained that it is usually better to
use wide panels in order to cast the openings within the panels. Panels may not exceed 12’ wide
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though, due to transportation and erection issues. Because of this limitation, the level of
customization needed for each panel could greatly increase cost of fabrication. Horizontal panels are
also acceptable in the design, although they would need to span from column to column for
support. Panel design repetition is also desired in order to reduce the amount of customization and
maintain forming and labor costs low. The more repetition and simplified the panels are, the easier
and cheaper they are to fabricate. Taking into account the requirements and recommendations
discussed earlier, a wall panel breakdown was laid out to determine the amount of panels required,
their sizes, and the erection sequence.
The façade of this building wasn’t designed for use of prefabricated panels, which provides some
unique challenges when breaking down the panel layout. A total of 74 precast brick panels will be
used in the design of the building’s façade. Panels will be oriented vertically from the building’s
foundation up to the roof, with a maximum span of 40 feet. While a consistent width was
maintained for the majority of panels, it was at times necessary to increase the width to maintain a
consistent layout on the various elevations. A total of 14 different panel widths with varying
heights, each with its unique color code, were used in the design. This should facilitate production
by having a repeatable panel formwork. All window, door and louver opening locations would have
to be addressed individually for each panel, as there was not a consistent layout throughout the
building façade. Figures 6.7-6.10 illustrate the proposed panel breakdown for the Geisinger Grays
Woods Facility:

Figure 6.7: East Elevation Panel Breakdown. Image by George Andonie, modified from Sheet A3.1.1

Figure 6.8: North Elevation Panel Breakdown. Image by George Andonie, modified from Sheet A3.1.1
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Figure 6.9: South Elevation Panel Breakdown. Image by George Andonie, modified from Sheet A3.1.2

Figure 6.10: West Elevation Panel Breakdown. Image by George Andonie, modified from Sheet A3.1.2

*Refer to Appendix H for a Detailed Prefabricated Panel Layout Breakdown

TRANSPORTATION & DELIVERY
One of the key factors in choosing Nitterhouse as the
manufacturer for the prefabricated brick panels was its close
location to the project site. The panels are being fabricated at
an estimated distance of 103 miles from the site, and an
expected travel time of 2 hours and 7 minutes. The
recommended route recommended by truckmiles.com was
taking US-22 West, as seen in Figure 6.11.
Pennsylvania shipping permit regulations were found using
wideloadshipping.com. The state of Pennsylvania requires
permits for hauling loads over 8’ 6” wide, and escort vehicles
in the front and back for loads over 13’ wide. The maximum
panel overhang allowed is 6’ off the rear of the trailer. With
this in mind, panel sizes may be transported flat, one per Figure 6.11: Route from Nitterhouse
Concrete to Project Location. Image
truck, and may not exceed 60’ in length and 12’ width. courtesy of Google Maps
Widths over this size would require special permits and make
transportation more expensive. The prefabricated wall panels will be transported from the
fabrication site directly to the crane for erection. Panels that are 22,500 pounds or less can be
paired up on ‘vertical’ panel trailers, as long as the total payload is less than the legal weight limit of
45,000 pounds.
According to wideloadshipping.com, you are allowed to travel from sunrise to sunset in most areas
in PA as long as it’s not within larger city limits. Hauling on Sundays is not allowed, but you are
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permitted to travel until Noon on Saturdays. Therefore, careful planning has to take place in order
to schedule panel erection during the week, and deliveries to be made just-in-time for installation.

SITE LOGISTICS & TRADE COORDINATION
As with any construction project, site logistics is always a major concern. It takes a lot of planning
upfront to ensure everything on the site will run smoothly and not hinder the flow of construction.
The current site layout will be able to accommodate the delivery and installation of the
prefabricated wall panels.
The logistical concerns on-site would remain
minimal with the proper just-in-time delivery
sequence. The prefabricated panels should be
delivered on-site at the specified and planned
time period for erection. Delivery trucks will
enter the site through Gray’s Woods Boulevard
and then travel towards the specified crane
location. Wall panels will be picked up directly
from the truck with and hoisted in place by the
crane. According to Mark, the installer will be
able to set an average of 16 wall panels per day.
Should the project fall behind schedule, wall
panels may be stored in the material staging area
Figure 6.12: Site Layout for Prefabricated Wall Erection.
Image by George Andonie
reachable for crane pick. The site layout, shown
in Figure 6.12, illustrates the location of the gate entrance, trucks, and crane location (A & B)
throughout the prefabricated panel erection process.
The panel erection process will be done in two stages, similar to the steel erection sequencing.
Following the structural steel erection, the crawler crane will move back to ‘Stage A’ in order to
install panels on the east and south facades. Once completed, the crawler crane will then move
towards ‘Stage B’ in order to complete erecting the wall panels along the southern and west building
facades. Considering that panel installation follows structural steel erection, the same 160-ton
crawler crane will be used for both processes. This 160-ton crane has a maximum line pull of 50,250
pounds, well over the largest panel load of 31,500 pounds.
*Refer to Appendix I for the ‘Panel Erection Site Layout’
SUSTAINABILITY
A lot of construction waste is usually generated through the construction of exterior wall facades.
With the panels being manufactured in a factory setting rather than on-site, the panel construction
process produces less construction waste and uses fewer natural resources. In addition, using
prefabricated panels make the project eligible towards the credits of Energy and Atmosphere (EA),
Materials and Resources (MR), and Innovation in Design (ID).
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4.9 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS (BREADTH #1)
The efficiency of the building’s mechanical system relies heavily on the thermal performance of the
exterior enclosure. Changing the composition of the building’s envelope can have a major impact on a
building’s mechanical system. For this analysis, we will be evaluating the thermal properties of the
proposed prefabricated system, and compare its performance against the existing system. In addition,
an energy evaluation will be performed to compare the overall effect of the prefabricated wall panels on
the building’s energy consumption versus that of the existing design. This mechanical analysis will be an
effective tool to understand whether implementing precast exterior wall panels would be beneficial for
this project.

THERMAL PROPERTIES
Understanding the thermal properties of both the existing and proposed prefabricated façade is
crucial to determine the effects that the alternate wall assemblies have on the building’s
performance. The change in the wall’s thermal performance will have to addressed in order
determine whether there should be any major changes to the building’s mechanical system.
Concepts learned through AE310 (Fundamentals of Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning) and
AE542 (Building Enclosure Science and Design) will be used to perform this mechanical breadth.
Additionally, the ‘Heat, Air and Moisture Building Science Toolbox’ computer program will facilitate
the analysis of the exterior wall systems.
The R-values of different materials are used to determine the assembly’s effectiveness to insulate
from exterior thermal loads. Each material composing the exterior wall assembly has its own RValue, which generally increases as the material thickness increases. By taking the inverse of the
sum of the building wall assembly, we are able to determine its coefficient of heat transmission, or
U-Factor. This value indicates the amount of heat that will move through the wall assembly. It is
expressed in

(

)

, and the lower the U-Value the better assembly’s ability to resist heat

movement. Four assumptions were made when performing this analysis:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Materials are homogeneous in nature
Temperature changes do not affect thermal performance
Air space always remains the same
Vapor barrier has a negligible thermal resistance property

Although the vapor barrier is assumed to be negligent to the wall assembly’s thermal resistance, it
plays a vital role in preventing moisture from penetrating and getting trapped inside the wall
assembly.
The R-values of each assembly was calculated and then compared side-by-side. While the metal
backup, sheathing, and insulation will remain the same between both systems, there is a minor
change in the insulation thickness. The prefabricated wall panels will only require a 2” layer of semirigid insulation, as opposed to the 4” used in the existing design; this is because the prefabricated
panels have a 2” layer of ‘Polyisocyanurate Insulation’ incorporated within the precast panel. Table
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6.1 and Table 6.2 summarize the thermal properties for each of the exterior wall systems. Note that
those components that remain the same are below the dotted line in the tables, while those that
are modified are above the dotted line.
Table 6.1 – Prefabricated Brick Panel R-Value Calculation

Table 6.2 –Existing Brick Wall R-Value Calculation

Prefabricated Brick Wall R-Value
Material Component

Thick.

R-Value

-

0.17

5/8"

0.12

R0

Outside Air Film

R1

Exterior Face Thin Brick

R2

Exterior Concrete Wythe

3-3/8"

0.58

R3

Insulation (Polyisocyanurate)

R4

Interior Concrete Wythe

R5

Air Cavity

R6

Semi-Rigid Insulation

R7

Air Vapor Barrier

R8

Sheathing

R9

Cold Formed Metal Stud

R10

Gypsum Wall Board

R11

Inside Air Film

Total

Existing Brick Wall R-Value
Material Component

13

R0

Outside Air Film

0.23

R1

Exterior Face Brick

1-1/2"

0.98

R2

Air Cavity

2"

7.12

R3

Semi-Rigid Insulation

Negligible

R4

Air Vapor Barrier

0.64

R5

Sheathing

6"

7.28

R6

Cold Formed Metal Stud

5/8"

0.46

R7

Gypsum Wall Board

0.64

R8

Inside Air Film

2"
3"

1/2"

1' 7-5/8"

31.22

U-Value

0.032031

*R-Values taken from Nitterhouse Concrete Manufacturer

Total

Thick.

R-Value

-

0.17

3-5/8"

0.64

1-1/2"

0.98

4"

14.24

-

Negligible

1/2"

0.64

6"

7.28

5/8"

0.46

-

0.64

1' 4-1/4"

25.05

U-Value

0.03992

*R-Values taken from ASHRAE 2009 Fundamentals (Tables 4 & 7)

As we have determined, the assumed R-value for a typical 9” precast panel assembly attached to
sheathing, insulation, and metal stud backup was slightly higher than that of the existing brick
façade of the Geisinger Grays Woods project. The U-value of the proposed panel system increases
by 0.007889. The precast brick panel highly benefits from the double layer of 2” semi-rigid
insulation, as well as the increase in wall thickness in order provide better insulation to the building
overall.
*Refer to Appendix J for the ‘Prefabricated Panel Thermal Properties Specification’

THERMAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON (H.A.M. ANALYSIS)
As we have determined, there will be little to no difference between the façade thermal
characteristics. Nevertheless, it is important to model the wall’s thermal performance has to be
modeled in order to understand how the proposed wall behaves at the project location’s climate
conditions. The performance of both wall assemblies were modeled in The Heat, Air, and
Moisture (HAM) analysis software made by the Building Science Toolbox. This program contains
stored data for weather conditions of different project locations, as well as material properties for
the different wall components. The following project climate conditions, illustrated in Figure 6.13,
were used for this analysis:
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Figure 6.13: Port Matilda Project Conditions. Image
taken from H.A.M. Analysis Software

Using the calculated thermal properties for each assembly along with the climate conditions of Port
Matilda, PA, the thermal performances of both wall assemblies were modeled under winter and
summer conditions. The resulting thermal gradients through the two exterior wall components are
illustrated in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15.

Existing Brick Wall

Figure 6.14: Thermal Gradient for the Existing Brick Wall.
Produced using H.A.M Analysis Software

Prefabricated Brick Wall Panel

Figure 6.15: Thermal Gradient for the Prefabricated
Brick Wall Panels. Produced using H.A.M Analysis
Software

As seen, both wall assemblies effectively maintain comfortable internal environment regardless of
the outside weather conditions. Both wall assemblies provide stable indoor air temperature
throughout summer and winter seasons. To more accurately analyze the performance of the
prefabricated wall panels, a second analysis in HAM was performed to evaluated condensation
potential within the panel. After running the analysis, no condensation was found to occur in the
proposed prefabricated brick panel system.
*Refer to Appendix K for Thermal Performance and Condensation Analysis Results
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ENERGY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Even though prefabricating the exterior wall panels will not induce any major impacts to the
building’s mechanical system, it is important to address the change in the building’s thermal
performance through an energy performance analysis. This energy evaluation will be an effective
means of comparing the overall effect of the prefabricated wall panels on the building’s energy
consumption versus that of the existing design.
Using the calculated R-values of each assembly and the engineering weather data for Port Matilda,
PA, we are able to calculate the heat-loss in the winter and heat-gain in the summer for each
assembly. Heat flow rate (Q), expressed in BTU/hr, is used to determine the amount of heat flowing
through the exterior wall enclosure. It is calculated using Equation 6.1:
( -Value)*(Area)*(ΔT),
where area is the surface area of wall enclosure exposed to the outside and ΔT the temperature
difference across the wall assemblies. It is important to note that heat flowing out of the windows,
curtain wall, and roof are not taken into account in these calculations. Therefore, it is difficult to
determine whether the savings in heat-loss and heat-gain justify a reduction in size of the existing
Air Handling Units (AHU’s) supplying the facility. Nevertheless, a substantial improvement of 20% in
heat gain and heat loss could be observed by using prefabricated wall panels on the building’s
exterior, which may contribute to savings in the operation costs of the building. Table 6.3
summarizes the calculations for heat loss and heat gain for each wall assembly.
Table 6.3 – Heat Loss & Heat Gain Comparison

Heat Loss & Heat Gain Calculations
Heat Loss (Winter)

Heat Gain (Summer)

Wall Assembly

U-Value

Area (SF)

ΔT (°F)

BTU/Hr

ΔT (°F)

BTU/Hr

Existing Brick Assembly

0.03992

17,551

69

48,344

29

20,318

Precast Wall Assembly

0.03203

17,551

69

38,790

29

16,303

Difference

0.00789

-

9,554 BTU/hr

4,015 BTU/hr

*U-values and temperature gradients taken from Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Figure 6.9
* Heat Loss & Heat Gain calculated using Equation 6.1

A fuel and energy consumption analysis will help determine how much money, in energy costs, will
be saved or induced by the owner by the daily operation of this facility. Because annual heating and
cooling loads can be reduced through the precast panel system, savings occur with the energy costs
required to heat and cool the building. The annual heating fuel consumption was calculated using
Equation 6.2:
(

)

The equation was obtained from the book “Engineering Weather Data” and uses the calculated heat
loss (Q), the heating degree days (HDD), temperature difference across the assembly during winter
(
), the heating value of natural gas (HV), and the heating efficiency of the AHU’s. The fuel
consumption for each wall system was calculated, along with the difference between the two fuel
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consumptions. The fuel consumption savings (difference between the annual heating fuel
consumptions) was multiplied by Pennsylvania’s average cost for natural gas to calculate the annual
cost savings for heating load. The total annual cost savings for heating of the Grays Woods facility
was $320, and the calculations can be seen in Table 6.4 below.
Table 6.4 – Annual Heating Fuel Consumption Cost Comparison

Annual Heating Fuel Consumption (Winter)
Variable
Heat Loss (Q)

Unit

Existing Brick
Assembly

Precast Panel
Assembly

BTU/hr

48,344

38,790

Annual Heating Degree Days (HDD)

°F * # Days

6087

6087

Winter Temperature Difference (ΔT)

°F

69

69

BTU/ft^3

1027

1027

Heating Value of Natural Gas (HV)
Heating Efficiency of Equipment (HEE)

%/100

0.8

0.8

Annual Heating Fuel Consumption

Cubic Feet

Average Cost of Natural Gas (PA)

$ / 1000ft^3

124,579
11.67

99,959
11.67

$1,617

$1,297

Annual Heating Cost ($)

*Pennsylvania’s Average Price of Natural Gas Cost taken from U.S. Energy Information Administration

The annual cooling energy consumption was calculated using Equation 6.3, which was adjusted to
find cooling energy:
(

)

The equation uses the calculated heat gain (Q), cooling degree days (CDD), temperature difference
across the assembly during summer ( ), and the cooling value (CV) of the AHU’s. The energy
savings (difference between annual energy consumptions) was multiplied by Pennsylvania’s average
electricity in $/KWh to calculate the annual cost savings for cooling load. The total annual cost
savings for cooling of the Grays Woods facility was $79, and the calculations can be seen in Table 6.5
below.
Table 6.5 – Annual Cooling Energy Consumption Cost Comparison

Annual Cooling Energy Consumption (Summer)
Unit

Existing Brick
Assembly

Precast Panel
Assembly

BTU/hr

20,318

16,303

Annual Cooling Degree Days (HDD)

°F * # Days

622

622

Winter Temperature Difference (ΔT)

°F

29

29

BTU/KWh

3415

3415

KWh

3,063
0.0921

2,457
0.0921

$398

$319

Variable
Heat Gain (Q)

Cooling Value (CV)
Annual Cooling Energy Consumption
Average Electricity Cost (PA)

Annual Cooling Cost ($)

$/KWh

*Pennsylvania’s Average Electricity Costs taken from U.S. Energy Information Administration
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It is important to note that these values represent a scale of the building’s overall energy consumption,
as it only takes into account the heat transfer through its exterior wall enclosure. Including other
substantial sources of heat gain and heat loss such as windows, doors, curtain wall, and roof would
better portray the overall building cost savings.

4.10 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
A feasibility analysis detailing cost and schedule will further help in determining whether the proposed
prefabricated panel system is viable for the Grays Woods Project. For this, a quantity takeoff was
performed in order to calculate the total number of prefabricated panels and square footage,
accordingly. We will be referring to this takeoff in order evaluate cost, schedule and energy
performances of the proposed prefabricated panel for this project.
*Refer to the ‘Complete Precast Panel Takeoff’ in Appendix L for the following sections

SCHEDULE ANALYSIS
Traditional brick facades are handcrafted brick by brick, which is time consuming and labor
intensive. The main advantage of prefabricating the building’s exterior is the speed at which they
can be installed. As it had been advised by Mark Taylor, an average of 16 panels could be erected
per day. Taking this into account with the 74 total panels used in all four building facades, a total
duration was calculated for each façade. Durations were rounded up for each façade in order to
allow for contingency for any inefficiencies or delays that may occur. The panels on the South, East,
and West facades will each be erected in two days, while the smaller panels located in the building’s
northern façade may be installed in one. Table 6.6 summarizes the panel installation durations for
this project:
Table 6.6 –Prefabricated Panel Schedule Summary

Panel Installation Durations
Façade Orientation

Panel Qty.

Calculated Duration

Adjusted Duration

East Façade
South Façade
West Façade
North Façade

19
25
22
8

1.27 Days
1.67 Days
1.47 Days
0.53 Days

2 Days
2 Days
2 Days
1 Day

Total

74

4.93 Days

7 Days

*Durations taken from Precast Panel Takeoff (Appendix L), and assume productivity of 16 Panels/Day.

Compared to the original duration of 103 days, utilizing precast brick panels can significantly reduce
the building’s exterior wall construction duration. It is important to note that this duration accounts
for the brick veneer activity only, as the installation of metal stud, insulation, and sheathing are
done on site for both systems.
Duration changes were projected in the existing schedule to determine the impact of the
implementation of precast panels. A summary of the proposed schedule can be seen in Figure 6.15.
The schedule compares the change between both systems through a project baseline. As seen, all
activities prior to the brick veneer remained the same as the proposed system would not affect
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these activities. The brick installation, called out in dark orange in the project schedule, was
shortened by 96 days. This reduction allowed the following activities, highlighted in light orange, to
be completed earlier than what was actually planned.

Figure 6.15: Summary of the proposed schedule for building enclosure (Full Schedule can be found in Appendix M)

After projecting the changes in the original schedule, the ‘Building Watertight’ milestone was
pushed up to July 9th, 2013. This allows for some interior work to begin earlier in the project,
especially the installation of moisture sensitive building materials. The reason why there was only a
21 day reduction to the schedule, compared to the 96 day reduction of the brick veneer activity is
because of the installation of the metal panel roofing. This activity limits the building from being
water tight earlier. Considering that the building enclosure falls in the project’s critical path, it could
also reduce the overall project completion by the same amount.
*Refer to Appendix M for the ‘Proposed Schedule for Building’s Enclosure’

COST ANALYSIS
Now that a schedule reduction has been determined, a cost analysis will be performed in order to
determine the feasibility of prefabricated wall panels for this project. For this, a direct cost
comparison between the proposed and existing enclosure was performed. With masonry being the
major material being modified, this item constitutes the main cost difference between both
systems. In accordance to Mark Taylor, the average cost of the prefabricated brick panels (including
material, delivery and installation) is $25/SF. The actual cost of the brick masonry wall is $16.10/SF,
and it was taken from RS Means. Additional scaffolding costs have to be taken into account for
erecting the current brick masonry costs, and were taken from actual project costs. The internal
components installed on site will remain the same between both components and will not impact
the costs. Nevertheless, insulation costs will vary between both systems; the proposed panel system
requires 2” of semi-rigid insulation, as opposed to the 4” layer used in the existing design. In
addition, the panels will require a significant amount of sealant for the panel-to-panel connections.
A construction cost estimate was performed for each panel, and is summarized in Table 6.7.
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Table 6.7 –Building Enclosure Material Cost Comparison:

Building Enclosure Construction Cost Comparison
Prefabricated Panels
Cost/SF Total Cost

Traditional Brick
Cost/SF Total Cost

Material Description

Total

Unit

Exterior Face Wall
Interior Component (Sheathing,
Vapor Barrier & Metal Backup)
Insulation (2" or 4")
Caulking
Transportation
Erection Equipment (Scaffolding
or Crane)

17,551

SF

$25.00

$438,775

$16.10

$282,571

17,551

SF

$19.63

$344,485

$19.63

$344,485

17,551
3,360
-

SF
LF
-

$1.37
$2.16
Included

$24,045
$7,258
Included

$2.68
-

$47,037
-

-

-

Included

Included

-

$47,037

$48.2

$814,563

$38.4

$721,130

Total

Costs provided by Nitterhouse Concrete, RS Means 2013, and Actual Project Costs

As determined, the precast system costs over $93,433 more than the traditional brick veneer
currently in use. This estimate only takes into account the cost of material, labor, and equipment
put in place to construct each assembly. To provide a more accurate cost estimate, changes in
general condition costs have to be taken into consideration. Further investigation of the schedule
and discussion with the project team has led to the conclusion that pushing the ‘Building Watertight’
milestone by 21 days could push the project schedule by the same duration.
The general conditions estimate from Section 4.5 of this report was used to determine the general
conditions cost savings. Completing the project earlier than originally planned would save 21 days of
project personnel, field office and operation expenses, which equated to $43,663. Table 6.8
summarizes the total cost impact of implementing wall panels on the Geisinger Grays Woods
project. As seen, the precast panels will increment the total project cost by $49,770.
Table 6.8 –Prefabricated Panel Schedule Summary:

Building Enclosure Cost Comparison Summary
Item Description
Cost of Assembly
General Conditions Cost

Total

Prefabricated
Panels Total Cost

Traditional Brick
Total Cost

$814,562.69
$742,260.05

$721,130
$785,922

$1,556,823

$1,507,052

**Estimated Assembly costs based on RS Means 2013, Nitterhouse Concrete, and Actual Project Costs

4.11 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
This analysis presents an alternative modular system to the current stick-built exterior wall construction.
The construction of the building envelope took a total of 178 days, and required an extensive amount of
labor-hours and scaffolding to install. On the other hand, prefabricating the exterior façade presents the
opportunity to improve schedule, cost, and building performance. Through extensive research and the
use of ‘House of Quality’ tool, it was determined that Nitterhouse’s ‘Architectural Precast Panels’ would
be the best alternative for the building wall prefabrication. The design required a total of 74 precast
panels spanning the building’s total height. Panels would be fabricated at an estimated distance of 103
miles from the site, and transported directly to the crane for erection. The current site layout will be
able to accommodate the delivery and installation of the prefabricated wall panels, so no major changes
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had to be done. Implementing precast panels costs an additional $50,000 to the project budget,
although it could reduce the project schedule by 3 weeks. Through a mechanical analysis, it was
determined that the proposed panel would improve heat gain and heat loss by 20%, which can translate
to energy savings for heating and cooling.
After a careful consideration of the impact on the cost, schedule, and building performance, it was
determined that it might not be of the owner’s best interest to pursue this alternate construction
method. I would not recommend the use of prefabricated wall panels over the traditional brick veneer
system, as the increased cost and planning required for implementation outweigh the savings in
schedule.
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5.0 - Reevaluation of Structural Composite Slab
5.1 OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION
The MEP, interior, and structural systems of the Geisinger Gray’s Woods Ambulatory Care Campus
account for over 80% of the building’s total cost. In an attempt to lower the building costs, value
engineering efforts should be done to any of the following building systems. While the MEP and interior
finishes are vital to the quality and performance of the healthcare facility, the building’s structural
system could be an area to focus in order to identify possible cost reduction practices.

5.2 PROPOSED SOLUTION
An analysis will be done to re-evaluate the building’s structural system, with the objective of lowering
the building costs while still maintaining the structural integrity of the medical office building. There is
an opportunity of looking into the building’s composite metal decking, which uses lightweight concrete
for the second floor slab. Although both lightweight and normal-weight concrete can fulfill the same
structural function, there is a significant cost premium for lightweight concrete. With over 38,000SF of
lightweight concrete used for the slabs, project costs could be substantially lowered by using normal
concrete instead. By altering the lightweight structural concrete slabs to normal weight concrete, a
breadth analysis of the building’s structural system would be required to address any structural design
modifications.

5.3 RESEARCH GOAL
The goal of this analysis is to reduce project costs by testing a value engineering solution: changing the
composite metal deck slab from lightweight to normal weight concrete. Through this analysis, it is
expected to get a better understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of using each type of
concrete in a project. A feasibility analysis based on the material savings and construction implications
will help in determining whether this value engineering solution provides any cost savings for the
project.

5.3 BACKGROUND RESEARCH
When performing value engineering on a project, the main focus is to identify potential areas to save
costs and/or schedule time that will not infringe upon the intent of the design. These should add value
to the building, rather than reducing the cost through lower quality. The Gray’s Woods structural system
provides many opportunities for value-engineering efforts. The building is a two-story steel braced
framed structure supported over cast-in-place spread footings and slab on grade. The design uses
normal weight concrete for the building’s foundation, whereas lightweight concrete for the second floor
deck slabs. Although both lightweight and normal-weight concrete can fulfill the same structural
function, there is a significant cost premium for lightweight concrete. When looking into the concrete
properties, normal weight concrete is significantly heavier than lightweight concrete. Not only does it
incur more loads in the building’s structure, but may also impact the fireproofing and moisture content
performances of each.
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5.5 EXISTING CONDITIONS
As stated previously, the second floor slab of the Geisinger Ambulatory Care Campus facility consists of
lightweight concrete on composite metal decking. This composite structural system performs by
interlock both the lightweight concrete and metal deck, creating a reinforced concrete slab that serves
the dual purpose of permanent form and positive
reinforcement. The second floor composite metal
decking is composed of 3 ¼” of lightweight concrete
poured over a 2”, 18 gauge metal decking
The 38,000SF composite second floor is supported
by steel beams, girders and columns over typical
30’ x 30’ bays. Overall, there are 40 bays within the
first and second floors; other areas, such as the
north and west perimeters of the building, are not
Figure 5.1: Composite Metal Decking. Image courtesy of
consistent with this bay size. Each bay comprises of http://www.nexus.globalquakemodel.org
4 beams spaced at 10’ from center. Shear studs are
used to transfer the shear stress between the concrete and metal to the wide flange steel beams, and a
6x6-W1.4xW1.4 welded wire fabric (WWF) mesh provides tension reinforcement the concrete slab. This
composition is better illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The current structural steel system for the building’s second floor was designed in order to provide the
minimum 2-hr fire rating required for two-story steel structures. The slab thickness, decking, and
concrete type used were all factored to determine the best assembly to support this rating without the
need of additional fire protection. Therefore, Spray on Fire Proofing (SOFP) was only used on the roof
decking, elevators, and air shafts on this building.

5.6 UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIGHTWEIGHT & NORMAL CONCRETE
Lightweight concrete has been utilized in construction for various centuries; it is commonly used to
reduce the dead load of a concrete structure while still attaining similar compressive strength as normal
weight concrete. Using lightweight aggregates in the concrete can help achieve an increased air volume
and low density concrete, reducing the concrete weight by over 30%. It is worth evaluating the different
properties of normal and lightweight concrete, as they play a big role in affecting slab performance.

COST IMPLICATIONS
Although both normal and lightweight concrete can fulfill the same structural function, there is a
significant cost premium for lightweight concrete. According to Centre Concrete Company, the
concrete provider for this project, a cubic yard (cy) of normal weight concrete (3,000psi) costs
around $102, while the cost of lightweight concrete (3,000psi) was around $134 per cubic yard. The
material unit cost of lightweight concrete is slightly higher due to the aggregate processing and
shipping costs from nonlocal sources.
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With this in mind, altering the second floor slab to normal weight concrete should be a large source
of cost-savings for the project. This savings in material costs, though, may be offset by having to remodify the building’s structural system. It is through a structural analysis that we will be able to
identify whether any changes have to be made to the current building structural system. If any, the
material savings costs will be weighed-in with those incurred structural costs in order to make a final
recommendation on whether this change would be beneficial to this project.

MATERIAL DENSITY
As the name implies, there is a significant difference between the material densities of each
concrete. While normal concrete mixes typically weigh 145 to 155pcf, lightweight concrete may
weigh between 110 to 115pcf. With over 30% reduced loads over the entire building structure,
there is a potential to reduce the sizing of columns, footing, and other load bearing elements.
This difference in material densities primarily lies in the aggregates used on their mix. Normal
concrete aggregates are typically natural crushed stone, whereas lightweight aggregates are
produced by heating clay, shale, or slate in temperatures up to 2,000 °F.33

FIRE PROTECTION
When designing a composite deck, fire protection requirements generally control the selection of
the topping thickness. Lightweight concrete is more fire resistant than normal-weight concrete due
to its lower thermal conductivity and increased air volume content. This characteristic allows
lightweight concrete to have thinner slab sections than comparable normal weight slabs that have
identical fire ratings, as evidenced in Table 5.1. In order to achieve 2-hour fire rating without the
need of additional spray on fire proofing, a 3 ¼” LW or 4 ½” NW concrete thickness is required. This
difference in slab thickness could potentially offset the material cost savings, as less material could
be required with the use of lightweight concrete.
Table 5.1 – Slab Thickness and Fire Rating Comparison

*Table courtesy of www.structuremag.org

Floor assemblies of a two- story steel structure requires, by code, to have a minimum 2-hour fire
rating. The United Laboratories (UL) ‘Fire Resistance Directory’ is used to determine the composite
deck profile that meets the minimum fire rating requirements. The critical factors that determine
the rating assembly are type of protection (sprayed on fire proofing or unprotected), type of
concrete & thickness, and composite metal decking type. This will be later used to determine an
alternate normal weight composite metal decking assembly that meets the minimum 2-hour fire
rating.
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METHODS FOR PLACING & FINISHING
There is typically no difference in cost for placement and finishing lightweight and normal-weight
concrete, as no additional efforts go into mixing, pouring and finishing between both types.
Pumping structural lightweight concrete is quite common and easily achieved, as the lower density
allows for an easier concrete flow. There is really no need to over-finish a floor made with
lightweight concrete, as it can easily flow and set level on a surface. Nevertheless, special attention
has to be placed when placing lightweight concrete, as the pumping pressure may have a great
impact in the overall density. Pumping the concrete over the recommended pressure can drive
water in between the aggregates, resulting in a decrease in the concrete’s volume and increase in
the concrete’s density.

MOISTURE CONTENT (CURING)
The porosity of the lightweight aggregates allows them to absorb, retain and release more moisture
than normal aggregates. Because lightweight concrete has this increased capacity for moisture
absorption, it can take two to three times longer than regular aggregate concrete to dry. A study
performed in 1998 reported that a 4 inch normal concrete slab took 46 days to reach a moisture
vapor emission rate (MVER) of 3lb/1000ft2, while lightweight concrete with the same thickness took
183 days to achieve the same EMVR.32 According to the Floor Covering Installation Contractors
Association (FCICA), the excessive presence of moisture can result in deterioration of moisturesensitive flooring materials and adhesive bond between adhered material layers.18
For this project, Alexander Construction failed to meet the acceptable slab moisture content for
flooring installation on the second floor slab. This cost the project team over $102,000 in moisturemitigation techniques in order to keep the schedule on track and begin installing the flooring on the
second floor slab. As seen, this characteristic can present setbacks to the project schedule or cost
for dehumidification processes and equipment.

SLAB PERFORMANCE (VIBRATIONS )
Hospitals and similar healthcare facilities have strict requirements on building vibration
performance, due to the use of highly-sensitive medical equipment. Excessive structural vibrations
can greatly interfere with the performance of medical procedures, compromise the operation of
sensitive equipment, and have adverse effects of patient discomfort. Floor vibrations can arise from
a variety of different sources within inside and outside the building. The main sources of floor
vibration are human foot traffic, mechanical equipment, and exterior wind loads.
For this reason, it is important to address vibration performances during the design stages of a
project. Using regular concrete with a thicker floor slab can greatly improve a building’s vibration
performance. This increase in weight improves the damping in the floor, increasing the amount of
force necessary in order to excite vibration on the building’s floor structure.17
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TABLE COMPARISON
As seen, using different types of concrete can greatly impact many building aspects such as
performance, loading, costs, assemblies, and slab fire ratings. Figure 5.2 below highlights the main
differences between normal and lightweight concrete. Comparing the differences side-by-side is
helpful in understanding the different performance characteristics of normal and lightweight
concrete; nevertheless, it is imperative to perform a detailed cost comparison between each better
understand how changing from one design to the other affects the overall project cost.

NORMAL

BOTH
 Unit Cost: $134/CY
 Strength
 Unit Weight: 150pcf
 Placing
 Low Fire Resistance
o (4½" for 2-hr Rating)  Finish
 Vibration Performance

LIGHTWEIGHT
 Unit Cost: $102/CY
 Unit Weight: 115pcf
 High Fire Resistance
o (3¼” for 2-hr Rating)
 High Moisture Content

Figure 5.2: Normal vs. Lightweight Comparison. Image by George Andonie

5.7 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (BREADTH #2)
With over 40 pounds per cubic foot heavier than lightweight concrete, normal concrete significantly
increases the loads to the building’s structure. A structural analysis will help determine adequate
structural member sizing that can support the additional building loads. For this analysis, a 30’x30’ bay
was evaluated in order to represent the entire structural system. This bay sizing was kept constant so it
would not interfere with existing column spacing and interior architectural layouts.
The structural calculations were performed as outlined below:
 Determined an adequate NW decking assembly
 Checked beam sizing for additional loads
 Checked girder sizing for additional loads
 Checked column sizing for additional loads
 Checked footing sizing for additional loads

COMPOSITE METAL DECKING ASSEMBLY
The first step to this analysis consisted in determining an adequate composite metal decking
assembly that meets loading, deflection, and fire protection requirements. As discussed earlier, a
4½” normal weight concrete thickness is required to achieve the 2-hour minimum fire rating for
unprotected decks. To ensure minimum changes to the intent of the existing design, the original 2”,
18 gauge metal decking (Figure 5.3) with a double span condition was used.
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After choosing the alternate composite deck
assembly, two conditions had to be met: 1)
Maximum Unshored Clear Span, and 2)
Superimposed Live Load for the clear span. The
maximum unshored clear span conditions the
maximum allowable beam spacing without Figure 5.3: Vulcraft 2VLI Floor Decking Detail. Image
requiring any additional shoring. It is important courtesy of Vulcraft
to select a design that does not require any shoring, as this adds cost and schedule to a project.
From the Vulcraft “Steel Roof and Floor Decking Catalog” (Table 5.2), a 2VLI18 metal deck with
double span conditions has a maximum unshored clear span of 10’6”; therefore, the existing 10’
space between beams is acceptable for this design. Superimposed live load is used to check the
deck’s strength and deflection for a given clear span. Based on the 10’ beam span used in the
redesign, we are allowed a maximum of 222psf to ensure no deck deflection. The proposed redesign
effectively meets both minimum requirements.
Table 5.2 – Vulcraft 2VLI Normal Weight on Composite Floor Decking Span & Loading Tables

*Refer to Appendix N for ‘Vulcract’s Decking Catalog’

RESIZING STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
After identifying an adequate normal weight composite deck for the second floor slab, the next step
was to address the increase in loads to the steel structure. Note from Table 5.2 above that NW
concrete slabs with a 2” composite decking weighs 69psf, compared to the original 42psf from
lightweight decking. With a heavier concrete slab, the structure’s beams, girders and columns have
to be resized in order to support the increased loads. The maximum shear and bending moments
were calculated based on the loads supported by each member. These were later compared against
the ‘AISC Steel Construction Manual’ in order to determine the most economical design that meets
both the maximum resisting moment, shear stress, and deflections.
For sizing calculations, the following values were assumed:
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Live Loads:
o Hospitals (Operating & Patient Room, Laboratories) = 60psf
o Wall Partitions = 20psf
o Snow Loads (Port Matilda, PA) = 30psf
Dead Loads:
o 2” Deck with 4.5”NW Concrete = 69psf
o 3” Roof Deck = 3psf
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o Roof Fireproofing = 3psf
o Roof Self-weight = 30psf
o Beam Self-weight (Allowance) = 5psf
o Girder Self-weight (Allowance) = 2psf
o *Superimposed Dead Loads = 10psf
Column Height (KL) = 15’

*

Note: Superimposed dead loads account for all those loads that are not part building structure selfweight. These include mechanical and electrical equipment, ceiling, flooring, and any other similar
loads. The dead loads for the materials making up both the roof and floor assemblies were taken
from tables in AISC’s ‘Steel Construction Manual’. Floor decking dead loads were all taken from
Vulcraft’s ‘Steel Roof and Floor Decking Catalog’. All live loads were taken from ASCE-7, and were
reduced when applicable. The following structural calculations are based on concepts learned
through AE404 (Building Structural Systems in Steel and Concrete).
*Refer to Appendix O for Beam, Girder, Column, and Footing Sizing Calculations
CHECKING BEAM & GIRDER SIZING:
Based on previous calculations, it was determined that the original beam spacing will stay constant
for the purpose of this redesign. The current 30’ x 30’ bay consists of four W18x35 beams spaced at
10’ apart. Structural calculations were performed in order to determine whether beam sizing had to
be done.
For these calculations, building live loads and dead loads were factored using ASCE’s load
combinations in order to determine a distributed load on the beam. Using shear and moment
diagrams, the maximum shear force (Vu) and bending moment (Mu) that each beam is expected to
experience were determined. Maximum bending moment (MMax) values control beam and girder
sizing. Using tables from the ASCE’s Steel Construction Manual, an economical member size with a
greater moment capacity (Mɸ) than the maximum bending moment (MMax) was chosen.
Although bending moments control beam and girder sizing, it is important to check that the
maximum shear force (Vu) is lower than the chosen beam’s shear capacity (Vɸ). Both the chosen
beams and girders satisfy this condition.
The final step to this process was checking the beam’s deflection. Beam deflection is important as it
greatly impacts the structure’s serviceability. Serviceability refers to the performance of structures
under normal services loads, and is concerned with vibration, height restrictions, and member
failures. Having excessive deflections of beams and slabs may cause sagging floors, excessive
vibrations, interfere with proper equipment operation, or even present challenges with flooring,
partitions and fitting of windows and doors.29 To check for deflection, the maximum deflection
caused by the beam loading should be smaller than the maximum permissible dead and live load
deflection (L/240). Both the beam and girder have a smaller deflection that 1.5 inches, therefore
satisfy the deflection criterion.
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After performing these structural calculations, it was determined that the original beam size would
remain the same, although the girder sizes would increase from W24x62 to W24x68 for each typical
bay. Changes from the current lightweight design to the normal weight design are noted in Figure
5.4.

CURRENT TYPICAL BAY
(LIGHTWEIGHT)

PROPOSED TYPICAL BAY DESIGN
(NORMAL CONCRETE)

Figure 5.4: Framing bay comparison between normal-weight and lightweight concrete slabs on composite metal floor
deck. Images taken and modified from the Project’s Structural Drawings (Sheet S2.2.A)

CHECKING COLUMN & FOOTING SIZING:
While beam and girder sizing is controlled by maximum shear moments, column and footing sizing is
determined by the factored axial compressive force (Pu). To calculate this
𝑃𝑢 303.3 𝑘
force, the floor and roof loads have to be taken into account. The floor
loads acting on the column result from the two girders and two beams
connecting to it. Therefore, this is calculated by adding the loads of all
Roof
beams and girders at this point. Roof dead and live loads were calculated
15’
separately, and factored using ASCE’s load combination. The roof’s dead
load considers the load of the roof itself, deck with fireproofing, beam
allowance and other superimposed. The roof’s live load is driven by the
2nd Floor
snow loads for Port Matilda, PA, and were calculated using tables from
15’
ASCE-7.

9’
3.5’
Figure 7.5: Building’s column and
footing framing diagram. Image by
George Andonie.
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When combining all floor and roof loads, the total axial loads (Pu) on the
column sums up to 303.34kips. Assuming that the effective length (KL) of
the column is 15’, ASCE’s Steel Construction Manual Tables were used to
define a column that met this loading requirement. The determined
column size was W10x49, same as the original design. The columns size,
loading and height are all illustrated in the framing diagram on Figure 7.5.
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The calculated axial load (Pu) was also used to evaluate whether the existing footing size was acceptable
for this loading design. Dividing the axial force by the footing area (9’x9’) determined the soil bearing
pressure exerted by the footing. This pressure did not exceed the soil’s allowable bearing capacity of
4,000psi. Therefore, modifying the building’s composite floor decking does not induce any changes to
the structure’s column and footings.

5.8 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Performing a feasibility analysis focusing on cost, schedule and construction implications will help
determine whether changing the second floor decking from lightweight to normal weight concrete is
beneficial for the Grays Woods Project. For this, a material comparison will have to be performed in a
typical bay in order to compare both systems effectively.
Because the beam and column spacing were kept constant, both systems will require the same quantity
of structural members. Steel beams, columns, and footings did not require any modifications, as the
existing design could support the increase in loads. Nevertheless, steel girders had to be increased from
W24x55 to W24x68 to support additional loads. In addition to this modification, the proposed design
requires a thicker layer of concrete material in order to achieve the minimum 2 hour rating for floor
assemblies. This though, eliminates the need of additional spray on fire proofing for both floor
assemblies. Table 5.3 summarizes the changes in material sizing from the existing lightweight to
proposed design.
Table 5.3 – Material Sizing Modifications from Existing Lightweight to Normal Weight Floor Slabs

Existing LW Design

Proposed NW Design

Item Description

Size

Item Description

Size

LW Concrete Material
Concrete Placing
Concrete Reinforcing
Floor Decking
Shear Studs
Steel Beams (4)
Steel Girders (2)
Steel Columns (2)
Additional Fireproofing

3.25"
<6"
6x6 W1.4xW1.4
2VLI18
½” Diameter
W18x35
W24x62
W10x49
-

NW Concrete Material
Concrete Placing
Concrete Reinforcing
Floor Decking
Shear Studs
Steel Beams (4)
Steel Girders (2)
Steel Columns (2)
Additional Fireproofing

4.5"
<6"
6x6 W2.1xW2.1
2VLI18
½” Diameter
W18x35
W24x68
W10x49
-

As seen, the proposed normal weight concrete slab system requires an additional 1.25” of concrete. This
increase in thickness calls for stronger WWF reinforcement as well. Beam and column connection, as
well as shear stud connections, are expected to remain the same for both systems. The values in Table
5.3 will be used in order to perform a detailed cost analysis for each of the two composite floor slab
systems.

COST E VALUATION
Cost is the main factor that will determine the feasibility of the changes in the project’s floor decking
design. Using Table 5.3 as a reference, a direct cost comparison between both systems was
performed. This comparison details the differences in material, labor, and equipment between both
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systems. All costs were obtained from RSMeans 2013, with the exception of concrete material unit
costs. Actual concrete costs used on this project, provided by Centre Concrete Company, were
utilized for a more accurate cost comparison. The current lightweight concrete design of a typical
30’ x 30’ bay costs around $23,640. Table 5.4 summarizes the cost breakdown of a typical bay for
the current design.
Table 5.4 –Cost Summary of Typical Bay for Current Design

2" Decking with LW Concrete
Item Description

Size

Units

Qty.

Cost/Unit

Total

*LW Concrete Material (3,000psi)
Concrete Placing

3.25"

CY

11.79

$134.00

$1,579.86

<6"
6x6 W1.4xW1.4

CY
SF

11.79
900

$37.00
$0.36

$436.23
$324.00

2VLI18
½” Diameter
W18x35

SF
EA
LF

900
240
120

$3.79
$2.30
$56.96

$3,411.00
$552.00
$6,835.20

W24x62
W10x49
-

LF
LF
-

60
60
-

$95.66
$79.38
-

$5,739.60
$4,762.80
-

TOTAL

$23,640.69

Concrete Reinforcing
Composite Metal Decking
Shear Studs
Steel Beams (4)
Steel Girders (2)
Steel Columns (2)
Additional Fireproofing

*Cost provided by Centre Concrete Co. All other costs were taken from RS Means

With the redesign of lightweight to normal weight concrete, the price per typical bay slightly
increased. The proposed normal weight concrete design of a typical 30’x30’ bay costs about
$23,640. Table 5.5 summarizes the cost breakdown of the proposed design.
Table 5.5 –Cost Summary of Typical Bay for Proposed Design

2" Decking with NW Concrete
Item Description
NW Concrete Material (3,000psi)
Concrete Placing
Concrete Reinforcing
Composite Metal Decking
Shear Studs
Steel Beams (4)
Steel Girders (2)
Steel Columns (2)
Additional Fireproofing

Size

Units

Qty.

Cost

Total

4.5"

CY

15.3

$102.00

$1,560.60

<6"
6x6 W2.1xW2.1

CY
SF

15.3
900

$37.00
$0.43

$566.10
$387.00

2VLI18

SF

900

$3.79

$3,411.00

½” Diameter
W18x35

EA
LF

240
120

$2.30
$56.96

$552.00
$6,835.20

W24x68

LF

60

$104.16

$6,249.60

W10x49
-

LF
-

60
-

$79.38
-

$4,762.80
-

*Cost provided by Centre Concrete Co. All other costs were taken from RS Means

TOTAL $24,324.30

As seen in the tables above, a typical bay of the proposed design of normal weight concrete costs
around $680 more than that off the existing system. All material quantities, with the exception of
concrete, remained the same between both systems. Even though there was an increase in concrete
material in the proposed normal weight system, it still resulted in a slightly lower concrete material
cost. Concrete costs proved to be similar between both designs, although the additional 360 lbs of
steel per bay in the proposed design will greatly increase the system’s cost.
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Multiplying these costs by the amount of bays in this building (40), we obtained an overall cost for
each system. Table 5.6 provides a side-by-side comparison between the overall costs of each
system.
Table 5.6 –Overall Cost Comparison between Proposed and Current Design

Overall Cost Comparison
Item Description
Concrete Material & Placing
Concrete Reinforcing
Composite Metal Decking
Headed Shear Stud Connectors
Structural Steel Framing
Additional Fireproofing

TOTAL

System A:
Proposed NW

System B:
Existing LW

Cost Ratio
(A/B)

$85,068.00
$15,480.00
$136,440.00
$22,080.00
$713,904.00
-

$80,643.60
$12,960.00
$136,440.00
$22,080.00
$693,504.00
-

1.05
1.19
1.00
1.00
1.03
-

$972,972.00

$945,627.60

1.03

Costs taken from 30x30' Typical Bay Detailed Estimate (Assuming 40 Bays)

As seen in the table above, changing the floor slab’s lightweight concrete to normal weight concrete
increases the project’s cost by $27,344. A cost ratio aids in understanding how the prices compare
between the two systems. The cost ratios that fall below 1.0 represent a cost decrease in that
specific item, while ratios above 1.0 indicate a cost increase for that item. After taking into
consideration the overall cost difference between both systems, it has been determined that the
proposed normal weight system increases the cost by 3% to that of the original design.

SCHEDULE E VALUATION
Considering that both systems will require the same quantity of structural members, the current
project schedule should remain the same. Lightweight concrete is poured, finished and cured in the
same manner as normal concrete. Even though there the proposed system would require additional
3.51 cubic yards of concrete, this should not induce any substantial changes to the current project
schedule.

CONSTRUCTION IMPLICATIONS
We have compared earlier the advantages and disadvantage of using both lightweight and normal
weight concrete in a project. In this section, we will address some of the construction implications
that may arise from changing the building’s floor slab from lightweight to normal weight concrete. It
is important to keep these in mind when determining whether such change would be beneficial for a
project. The main three construction implications identified throughout this analysis are: Member
deflections, slab moisture content, and plenum ceiling height.
1. Floor-to-Floor Height:
Changing the lightweight concrete to normal concrete increases the composite slab thickness by
1.25”. Speaking with the project team, it was determined that this loss of floor-to-floor height
could be absorbed by the ceiling plenum. The current ceiling plenum, which houses all the
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facility’s mechanical, electrical, and plumbing services, is 5’8” from the bottom of the floor slab
to the dropped ceiling. Decreasing the plenum space by 1.25” would only make the space a little
tighter without compromising the installation of the MEP equipment located in the ceiling
plenum. Therefore, changing to normal weight concrete will not present any major changes to
the overall building height.
2. Beam Deflections:
The main concern with using normal over lightweight concrete is the addition of weight to the
building’s structure. Having a thicker slab comprised of highly dense concrete can create beam
deflections. Checking for these deflections was a major step in sizing the structural steel
members for this analysis, as they may have a huge impact on the structure’s serviceability. As
discussed earlier, having excessive deflections may cause sagging floors, vibrations, and
decrease plenum space height. This is always a concern since it can present challenges with
fitting of floors, windows, and equipment on the ceiling plenum. Additional efforts may be
required in order to address these issues later on the project. Excessive vibrations may also
interfere with equipment operation, and even result in failure of the building’s structure. Hence,
it is very important to address this issue in determining the feasibility of the proposed design.
Through a structural analysis, it was determined that the maximum beam deflection caused by
the beam loading was smaller than the maximum permissible dead and live load deflection
(L/240). The structural members are sized properly to withstand the increase in weight caused
by the normal weight concrete. Therefore, deflection will not be of any concern when changing
the lightweight to normal weight concrete for the building’s raised floor slab.
3. Improvement in Quality Control – Moisture Content & Fireproofing
Even though lightweight concrete may significantly reduce the loads on a building’s structure,
there were a few quality control issues identified with using lightweight concrete on floor slabs.
Based on discussions with experts, lightweight concrete may usually result in unsatisfactory
outcomes with regards to moisture content and fireproofing upon placement.
As discussed earlier, lightweight concrete has an increased capacity for moisture absorption. It
will continue to soak up moisture for weeks after being wetted for the curing process, therefore
taking up two to three times longer than regular concrete to dry.16 It is because of this that the
Floor Covering Installation Contractors Association (FCICA) recommend designers not to specify
lightweight structural concrete for floor decking, as the risks of moisture-related problems
associated with this concrete outweigh the possible benefits. In this project, the project team
faced some challenges to meet the acceptable moisture content installation for the building’s
second floor slab, which cost them over $102,000 in order to resolve the problem; using normal
weight concrete instead may have helped in deferring from the setbacks to project’s cost and
schedule.
Industry professional Edward Gannon explained how lightweight concrete can also present
issues with fireproofing upon placement. Because lightweight concrete has an increased air
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volume content, it has better insulation properties than normal weight concrete. Nevertheless,
the concrete’s density may vary greatly from the mixing to concrete placement. If not mixed
with the required water-cement ratio and pumped under adequate pressure, water can be
driven in between the air aggregates. This will result in decreasing the concrete’s volume,
therefore increasing its density from the intended 110pcf. Even a small increase in density can
have a large impact on the assembly’s fire rating. Consistent testing has to be performed when
placing the lightweight concrete to confirm that it will meet the minimum required fire rating
without the need of additional fireproofing.
Normal weight concrete, in general, may be beneficial to the project as it provides a much more
reliable performance than lightweight concrete upon placement. As Ed Gannon says, normal
weight concrete is a much safer, straightforward method; it requires a less stringent quality
control in order to attain the desired results with moisture content and fireproofing.

5.9 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
This analysis looked into reducing the total building cost through value engineering efforts on the
composite floor slabs, while still maintaining the structural integrity of the medical office building. A
typical 30’ x 30’ bay was evaluated in order to represent the entire structural system. Through a
structural analysis it was determined that steel beams, columns, footings would not require any
modification, although steel girders would have to be increased from W24x62 to W24x68. In addition to
this modification, the proposed design requires an additional 1.25” layer of concrete to achieve the
minimum 2 hour rating for the floor assembly. These modifications escalate the assembly cost by
$27,344, or 3% to that of the original design. Negligible time would be added to the project regarding
the structural portion, as both systems will require the same quantity of structural members.
Through extensive research and discussion with industry professionals, many of the risks of using
lightweight concrete were exposed. Lightweight concrete can present many challenges with moisture
content and fire protection if not mixed or pumped appropriately. These challenges can present
setbacks to the project schedule or cost for dehumidification or additional fireproofing efforts, as it was
experienced on this project.
Although the initial intent of this analysis was redesigning the structural system with normal concrete to
reduce project costs, I now believe that this should be done because of the improved quality control in
hand with normal concrete. Normal concrete may be beneficial to the project as it requires a less
stringent quality control in order to attain the desired results with moisture content and fireproofing.
Even though this method would cost the project team additional $27,344, I would definitely recommend
it as it provides much more reliable performance than lightweight concrete upon placement.
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6.0 MAE Requirements
The integrated BAE/MAE requirements for this thesis report were met by integrating some of the topics
and materials discussed in the master’s coursework into this project. The courses referenced included
AE 597F [Virtual Facility Prototyping], AE 570 [Production Management in Construction], and AE 542
[Building Enclosure Science and Design]. The information from these two classes gave support to
Analyses 1 and Analysis 2 of this report.
AE 597F: VIRTUAL F ACILITY PROTOTYPING :
Throughout this master-level course, I have learned to use a variety of programs and tools, such as Revit
Architecture, 3Ds Max, and most importantly Unity, which were essential to the completion of Analysis
1. The knowledge and modeling experience acquired throughout this course were fundamental in
developing the virtual mockups for the operating and endoscopy rooms of this facility. Transferring
between programs as well as textures and scripting were made possible because of the information
learned in this class. Lack of knowledge in these programs and processes would have made the
development of the virtual mockups impossible.
AE 570: PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT IN CONSTRUCTION
This master-level course focuses on the exploration of production management tools to efficiently
manage the delivery of construction projects. One of the planning tools learned in the course was the
‘House of Quality’, which is a widely known tool in construction used to translate a client’s need into a
design. This tool was used in Analysis 2, and aided in identifying the most suitable prefabricated wall
panel to be used for this analysis based on the owner’s needs.
The second analysis focused on modularization, which was also a major topic of AE 570. Collaborative
efforts are required of team members, and it was necessary to understand this whole process before
planning how to manage the work. The information covered in this course helped determine what areas
to focus on for the research, and effectively plan the design, transportation, coordination and erection
of the prefabricated wall panels in order to enhance the construction of the building’s enclosure.
AE 542: BUILDING ENCLOSURE SCIENCE AND DESIGN
Finally, coursework from the building enclosure master-level class was integrated in the prefabricated
wall panel analysis. Throughout this course, we learned about the design principles of building
enclosures and their impact on the building’s performance. The H.A.M. tool used to model the wall
assembly’s thermal performance was introduced in this class. In addition, energy consumption and heat
transfer calculations learned throughout this class were implemented in this analysis in order to
recommend a reasonable alternative to the existing enclosure system.
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7.0 Final Recommendations
Throughout the 2013/2014 academic calendar year, the Geisinger Grays Woods Ambulatory Care
Campus Phase II project was examined to identify project challenges and propose alternative means and
methods as solutions to those challenges. This senior thesis report was used to show the findings of the
three topics analyzed: implementation of virtual mockups for the construction of the facility’s operating
and endoscopy rooms, prefabricating the building’s façade, and re-evaluating the structural composite
slab. These topics discussed were not actually implemented onto this project and research done was
strictly performed based on the senior thesis requirements.
Analysis 1 - Virtual Mockups on Operating/Endoscopy Rooms:
This first analysis focused on evaluating the implementation of virtual mockups for the construction of
this facility’s operating and endoscopy rooms. After developing the virtual mockup and presenting it to
the project team, it was determined that this could greatly benefit the project by allowing project
stakeholders to address space layout prior to construction. The project team was very receptive to the
idea of utilizing virtual mockups, and recognized that they could potentially cut down on time and costs
that went into addressing the large number of change orders, RFI’s, and design modifications for the
construction of the patient and endoscopy rooms. Hence, virtual mockups should be implemented on
the Geisinger Grays Woods project because they could potentially save cost, time, reduce risk, and solve
design and constructability issues in advance of construction.
Analysis 2 – Brick Façade Prefabrication:
The second analysis evaluated an alternative modular system to the current stick-built exterior wall
construction. A complete analysis of the building façade was performed using Nitterhouse’s
‘Architectural Precast Panels’, with hopes of improving project schedule, cost, and building
performance. Implementing precast panels would cost the project an additional $112,000 to the project
budget, although it could reduce the project schedule by 3 weeks. In addition, the proposed
prefabricated wall system could improve heat loss and heat gain by 20%. Nevertheless, I would not
recommend the use of the prefabricated wall system as the increased cost and planning required for
implementation outweigh the savings in schedule and improved building performance. Geisinger Health
Systems puts as much emphasis in the overall project cost and schedule, and improving the project
schedule over economic feasibility is not something that they would pursue.
Analysis 3 - Reevaluation of Structural Composite Slabs:
The third analysis attempted to reduce total building costs by changing the existing lightweight
structural concrete slab to normal weight concrete, which is significantly cheaper. However, redesigning
the structural system with normal weight concrete escalated the assembly’s cost by $27,344, due to the
upsizing in structural steel to support the additional loads.
Even though using normal weight concrete would increase project costs, I would still recommended it as
it has proven to provide much more reliable performance than lightweight concrete. According to
research, lightweight concrete can present many challenges with moisture content and fire protection if
not mixed or pumped appropriately. These challenges can present setbacks to the project cost or
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schedule for dehumidification or additional fireproofing efforts, as it was experienced in this project.
Normal concrete may be beneficial to the project as it requires a less stringent quality control in order to
attain the desired results with moisture content and fireproofing. In addition, using regular concrete
with a thicker floor slab can greatly improve a building’s vibration performance, which is of great
importance in healthcare facilities with highly-sensitive medical equipment.
Final Conclusion:
Two out of the three proposed analysis have been recommended to be applied to the Geisinger Grays
Woods Ambulatory Care Campus project. Implementing virtual mockups and changing the composite
floor slabs to normal weight concrete will help the construction of this facility to be more efficient, while
achieving an improved quality end-product. Investing in these recommendations can help reduce risks
that could potentially escalate the project’s cost and schedule. A significant amount of experience was
gained through these analyses, which will be beneficial when entering the design and construction
industry.
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APPENDIX A
Existing Site Conditions
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APPENDIX B
Original Project Schedule
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Detailed Project Costs
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General Conditions Estimate
Cost Code*
13113200200
13113200200
13113200200
13113200200
13113200260
13113200260
13113200120
13113200160
13113200160
13113200160

Description
Project Team
Project Executive (Inflate 20% to PM)
Sr. Project Manager (Inflate 20% to PM)
Project Manager
MEP Project Manager
Site Superintendent
Ass. Site Superintendent (Deflate 20%)
Project Engineer
Corporate Safety Director
Senior Estimator
Accounting

Quantity

Unit Unit Cost

Total Cost

7.2
23.76
72
56
72
55
46
36
36
36

Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

$3,096.00
$2,580.00
$2,150.00
$2,150.00
$2,000.00
$1,600.00
$1,325.00
$1,425.00
$1,425.00
$1,425.00

$22,291.20
$61,300.80
$154,800.00
$120,400.00
$144,000.00
$88,000.00
$60,950.00
$51,300.00
$51,300.00
$51,300.00

72
18
18
18
2000

Month
Month
Month
Month
Miles

$340.00
$200.00
$81.00
$152.00
$0.57

$24,480.00
$3,600.00
$1,458.00
$2,736.00
$1,130.00

1
18
3500
18
18
77560
500
3
$95,000

EA
Month
LF
Month
Month
SF
SF
Day
Ea

$2,625.00
$63.00
$4.01
549
1200
$1.53
$34.00
$1,252.50
-

$2,625
$1,134
$14,035
$9,882
$21,600
$118,667
$17,000
$3,758
$95,000

0.64%
$192,920
0.60%

%
Total
%

-

$167,680
$192,920
$157,200

1
0.5%

Ea
%

$5,200.00
-

$5,200.00
$131,000

Field Office
15213200550
15213400100
15213400140
15213400160
Avg. Mileage Cost

(4) Trailer Office Rental, Furnished, 50'x10'
Office Equipment & Supplies
Office Telephone, Avg.
Office Lights/HVAC, Avg.
Vehicle Milage

Field Operations
15113500130
15113800700
15626500020
15433406410
15613900110
15613900100
15813500020
17123131100
Alexander Building

Temporary Power, 400A
Temporary Water, Avg.
Temporary Fencing
Temporary Toilets (3)
Safety/Protection
Winter Protection
Signage
Survey, 3 Person Crew
*Waste Management/Cleanup

Insurance
13113300050
Alexander Building
13113900020

Builder's Risk, Max.
*General Liability
Performance Bonds, Max.

Building Closeout
14523500050
19113500100

Testing Steel Building, Max.
Basic Commisioning, Max.

*Testimates Based off Alexander Building Construction
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APPENDIX E
LEED Scorecard
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APPENDIX F
Virtual Mockup Workflow Diagram
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APPENDIX G
House of Quality Diagram
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APPENDIX H
Panel Breakdown Layout
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APPENDIX I
Panel Erection Site Layout
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APPENDIX J
Panel Thermal Properties Specification
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APPENDIX K
H.A.M. Analyses Results
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Precast Panel Takeoff
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Precast Panel Takeoffs

Panel
Panel
Panel Width Panel Height Openings Total Opening Joint Sealant
East South West
Orientation Designation
(Ft.)
(Ft.)
(Qty. & Type) Area (SF)
(LF)
Façade Façade Façade
A-1
2.5
10.5
0
26
1

VERTICAL

Average
Cost/SF

Total Cost

-

1

26.25

$25.00

$656.25

-

-

1

158.6

$25.00

$3,965.00

-

-

1

1

208.5

$25.00

$5,212.50

-

3

-

3

652.5

$25.00

$16,312.50

3

-

-

-

3

576

$25.00

$14,400.00

1

-

-

-

1

130.875

$25.00

$3,271.88

46

-

1

-

-

1

99.5

$25.00

$2,487.50

55.66

35.54

-

1

-

-

1

22.5

$25.00

$562.50

33

76

-

1

-

-

1

207

$25.00

$5,175.00

1 x W6

26

78

2

-

-

-

2

488

$25.00

$12,200.00

2 x W1

25.6

78

-

-

1

-

1

244.4

$25.00

$6,110.00

1 x W7

14

78

-

6

-

-

6

1536

$25.00

$38,400.00

-

0

78.5

-

-

2

-

2

555

$25.00

$13,875.00

2 x W1

25.6

78.5

-

-

2

-

2

503.8

$25.00

$12,595.00

1 x W7

14

78.5

-

1

-

-

1

263.5

$25.00

$6,587.50

30

2 x W1

25.6

80

-

-

1

-

1

274.4

$25.00

$6,860.00

10

30

2 x W5

66

80

-

-

3

-

3

702

$25.00

$17,550.00

H-3

10

30

1 x W5

33

80

-

1

-

-

1

267

$25.00

$6,675.00

H-4

10

30

1 x W6

26

80

3

-

-

-

3

822

$25.00

$20,550.00

H-5

10

27

-

0

74

-

1

-

-

1

270

$25.00

$6,750.00

H-6

10

9.77

-

0

39.54

-

1

-

-

1

97.7

$25.00

$2,442.50

I-1

10.5

30

-

0

81

-

-

1

-

1

315

$25.00

$7,875.00

I-2

10.5

30

1 x W5

33

81

-

1

-

-

1

282

$25.00

$7,050.00

J-1

11

13.6

-

0

49.2

-

-

1

-

1

149.6

$25.00

$3,740.00

J-2

11

30

1 x W6

26

82

1

-

-

-

1

304

$25.00

$7,600.00

K-1

11.2

30

2 x W1

25.6

82.4

-

-

2

-

2

620.8

$25.00

$15,520.00

L-1

11.5

30

-

0

83

-

-

1

-

1

345

$25.00

$8,625.00

L-2

11.5

30

2 x W5

66

83

-

-

1

-

1

279

$25.00

$6,975.00

M-1

11.7

30

-

0

83.4

-

2

1

-

3

1053

$25.00

$26,325.00

M-2

11.7

30

L1 , L2

22

83.4

-

1

-

-

1

329

$25.00

$8,225.00

M-3

11.7

30

L3, L4

12

83.4

-

1

-

-

1

339

$25.00

$8,475.00

M-4

11.7

30

1 x L5

11

83.4

-

2

-

-

2

680

$25.00

$17,000.00

M-5

11.7

30

1 x W1

12.8

83.4

-

1

-

-

1

338.2

$25.00

$8,455.00

N-1

12

30

-

0

84

1

-

-

-

1

360

$25.00

$9,000.00

N-2

12

30

2 x W3

51.2

84

1

-

-

-

1

308.8

$25.00

$7,720.00

N-3

12

30

1 x W5

33

84

1

3

-

-

4

1308

$25.00

$32,700.00

N-4

12

30

1 x W6

26

84

2

-

-

-

2

668

$25.00

$16,700.00

N-5

12

40

-

0

104

-

1

-

-

1

480

$25.00

$12,000.00

O-1

13.3

2.5

-

0

31.6

-

-

-

1

1

33.25

$25.00

$831.25

P-1

30

3.25

-

0

66.5

-

-

-

2

2

195

$25.00

$4,875.00

Q-1

16

4

-

0

40

1

-

-

-

1

64

$25.00

$1,600.00

R-1

19

4

-

0

46

-

-

-

1

1

76

$25.00

$1,900.00

S-1

21.25

4

-

0

50.5

-

-

-

1

1

85

$25.00

$2,125.00

T-1

30

4

-

0

68

-

-

-

2

2

240

$25.00

$6,000.00

U-1

23.62

10

-

0

67.24

1

-

-

-

1

236.2

$25.00

$5,905.00

V-1

10.65

10

-

0

41.3

1

-

-

-

1

106.5

$25.00

$2,662.50

W-1

5.54

-

-

0

32.9

-

-

1

-

1

57.9

$25.00

$1,447.50

X-1

15.56

-

-

0

56.1

-

-

1

-

1

192.5

$25.00

$4,812.50

19

25

22

8

74

1.19

1.56

1.38

0.50

4.63

17,551 SF

$25.00

$438,782

B-1

HORIZONTAL

North
Total Total Panel
Façade Quantity Area (SF)

5

31.72

-

0

73.44

1

-

B-2

5

41.7

-

0

93.4

-

C-1

7.25

30

-

0

74.5

-

D-1

7.5

30

1 x W5

33

75

D-2

7.5

21.85

1 x W5

33

58.7

E-1

8

15

1 x W4

20.5

E-2

8

9.77

1 x D1

E-3

8

30

1 x W5

F-1

9

30

F-2

9

30

F-3

9

30

G-1

9.25

30

G-2
G-3
H-1

9.25

30

9.25

30

10

H-2

TOTAL

3,360 LF

*Anticipated Schedule Durations (Days)
- Costs and Productivity Rates provided by Nitterhouse Concrete
- Quantity Takeoffs taken from…..
*Assuming Productivity of 15 Panels/Day

Opening

D1

W1

W3

W4

W5

W6

W7

L1 & L2

L3 & L4

L5

Area (SF)

55.66

12.8

25.6

20.5

33

26

14

11

6

11
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APPENDIX M
Proposed Schedule for Building Enclosure
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APPENDIX N
Vulcraft Decking Catalogs
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APPENDIX O
Structural Breadth Calculations
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Calculating Beam Size:
Assumptions:
Tributary Width:
0
Influence Area:
0 30
00
00
00
Live Loads:
Hospital = 60psf
Wall Partitions = 20psf

Graphs:

Calculations:
( .

√

)

.

.
.

(

)

.

(

.)

(

30

3 .

)

V

.

.

. (

)

Mu

. (

3 .

5

.5"

𝑂𝑘
𝑂𝑘
𝑂𝑘

. )

.

M

.

Check W18x35:

𝛟𝐌𝐧
𝛟𝐕𝐧
∆

104

.

5 l4

384EI

9
59
. 3 "≤

3 .58
3 .
40
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Calculating Girder Size:
Assumptions:
Girder Tributary Width:
30
Girder Self-Weight::

Graphs:

Calculations:
,

Pu,3

Pu,

.

u

.

,

Pu,

.

Pu,
Pu,3
u

3.3
.8
.0

,

.

,

Pu,

.

(
(

,

.

)

(
)

,

( .

)

(
)

,

(

.

V

)

.

)

.

,

(

,

(

)
.

( .
)

. )

Mu

( )

.

,

M

Check W24x68:
∆

105

39.

𝛟𝐌𝐧
𝛟𝐕𝐧
5 l4
384EI

39.
.

95
.9

"≤

40

.5"

𝑂𝑘
𝑂𝑘
𝑂𝑘
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Calculating Column Size:
Assumptions:
Tributary Area:
(30 30 )

(30

30 )

30 30
900
Influence Area:
0
0
3, 00
3, 00
00
Roof Loads:

(

)

(

)
(

( )
)

(

.)

Effective Column Length (KL):
K= 1 (Pin-Pin Connection)
L= 15’
KL = 15’
Calculations:

Roof

a) First Floor:
(
,
,
(
.
,
(
.
,
.
,

15’

2nd Floor

b) Roof:
[ .
,

15’

.

[ . (
[
,

) (
) (
) ( .

)

.
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𝛟𝐏𝐧

9

303.3

.

)
)

]
. (

)]

]

.
9 .

Check W10x49:

)

,

.

𝑂𝑘
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Calculating Footing Size:
.3

Assumptions:
Column (13-L) Size:
9
9
Allowable Bearing Capacity:
,000 =
Calculations:

u

Pu

.3

.3

9 9

3. 38

8

Check 9’x9’ Footing:
u

3. 38
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APPENDIX P
ASCE Reference Data
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APPENDIX Q
AISC Steel Construction Manual Reference Data
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